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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

tt

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY,

Washington, D. 0., February 27, 1892.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for your inspection and

approval, the manuscript of Bulletin No. 33, being a record of the ex-

periments conducted by me, under authorization from you, on the cul-

ture of the sugar beet and the manufacture of sugar therefrom during
the season of 1891.

Respectfully,
H. W. WILEY,

Chemist and Director of Beet Sugar Station.

Hon. J. M. RUSK,
Secretary of Agriculture.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR BEETS IN 1891.

The experiments conducted by the Department of Agriculture during

the season of 1891 maybe divided into three classes: (1) Culture of the

sugar beet conducted by farmers hi different parts of the country 5 (2)

culture of the sugar beet conducted by the Agricultural Experiment
Station of Wisconsin and numerous fanners in Wisconsin, under the

direction of the Agricultural Experiment Station of that State, by au-

thority of the Secretary of Agriculture; (3) experiments conducted at

the beet-sugar experiment station of the Department located at Scliuy-

ler, Nebraska.

EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED BY FARMERS IN DIFFERENT PARTS
OF THE COUNTRY.

To meet the numerous demands for samples of sugar-beet seed re-

ceived by the Department, 5J tons of the best varieties of sugar beet

seed were purchased. Four tons of this consisted of equal portions of

Kleiuwauzlebener seed, grown by Dippe Brothers, of Quedlinburg,

Germany, and Vilmorin's improved beet seed, growu by Vilinorin,

Audrieux et Cie., of Paris, France. The other ton and a half consisted

of Desprez, Leinaire, and Simon Legrand varieties, obtained from Mr.

Henry T. Oxnard.

The beet seed was put up iu packages averaging nearly 13 ounces each,

making 15,000 packages. These were widely distributed, being sent to

about 5,000 addresses. Many of those requesting several packages of

seed made a subdistribution of them; so it is but fair to suppose that

between 7,000 and 8,000 farmers received seed directly from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for experimental purposes.

Accompanying each package of seeds was a Farmers' Bulletin No. 3,

containing full directions for the planting and cultivation of the beets.

There were also sent to each one receiving a package of seed directions

for taking samples of sugar beets for analysis and forwarding them to

the Department. These directions were as follows :

DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING SAMPLES OF SUGAR BEETS FOR ANALYSIS.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
Washington, D. C., July 1, 1891.

When the beets appear to be mature (September 15 to November 15, according to

the latitude and time of planting) and before any second growth can take place,

select an average row and gather every plant along a distance which should vary as

follows, according to the width between rows:
7
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From rows 16 inches apart, gather 75 feet; from rows 18 inches apart, gather 66

feet; from rows 20 inches apart, gather 59* feet; from rows 22 inches apart, 51 fleet;
from rows 24 inches apart, gather 50 feet.

The number of beets growing in the row, of the length above mentioned, must bo

counted. The tops are then to be removed, the beets carefully washed free of all dirt,

wiped with a towel, and weighed. Where the row is not long enough to meet the

conditions, take enough from the adjacent row or rows to make up therequired length.
The number of beets harvested multiplied by 435.6 will give the total number per
acre. The total weight of beets harvested multiplied by 435.6 will give the yield

per acre.

Rows of average excellence must be selected
;
avoid the best or poorest. Throw

the beets promiscuously in a pile and divide the pile in two parts. This subdivision

may be continued until there are about ten beets in a pile. Of these ten select two
of medium size. Be careful not to select the largest or smallest. Wrap the beets

carefully in paper and put your name thereon. Sew the beets up in a cotton bag,
attach the inclosed shipping tag thereto, and send by mail.

Fill out blank describing beet, inclose in the envelope, and sew up in bag with

beets.

No beets will be analyzed which are not sampled as described above and properly
identified.

Miscellaneous analyses of samples without accurate description are of no value.

It is but just to the farmer and the Department that samples should be taken with

the precautions required.

Blanks are sent to each one for two sets of samples. From two to four weeks should

elapse between the times of sending the two sets of samples.
If additional analyses are required other blanks will be sent on application, but

not more than four analyses can be made for any one person, except in special cases.

A model, showing how blanks should be filled out, is inclosed.

H. W. WILEY, Chemist.

There was also sent a blank for describing the samples taken, a copy
of which, tilled in, follows:

MODEL FOR DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE OF SUGAR BEETS.

Variety Kleinwanzlebener.
Date planted May 2, 1891.

Date harvested November 5, 1891.

Character of soil black prairie loam
;
in cultivation for twenty years, chiefly

in corn
; level, tile-drained

;
last crop oats

Character of cultivation plowed November, 1890, eight inches deep, subsoiled

six inches; dug twice with disk harrow May 1, 1889; rolled; seed planted with hand
drill one-half inch deep; hoed by hand May 16; thinned May 29 and 30; plowed with
horse hoe May 28 and June 8, 16, 24, and July 3

;
no fertilizers used

Width between rows 18 inches.

Number of beets harvested 88

Total weight of beets harvested 80 pounds.
Weather May, dry ; June, copious rains

; July, fine growing weather
; August,

hot and dry ; September, dry until 24th, when a heavy rain fell

State Iowa.

Post-office Hanover, Buena Vista County.
Name Robert Simpson.

The samples of beets for analysis began to be received in the De-

partment in August and continued to arrive until February, 1892. The
totalnumber of samples received for analysis, January 1, 1892, was 1,G05.



It is therefore seen that of the 5,000 original persons to whom packages

were sent over 32 per cent responded by sending samples for examina-

tion. As soon as each sample of beets was analyzed a return was made

to the sender in the following form :

REPORT OF ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE OF SUGAR BEETS.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY,

Washington, D. C., October 24, 1891.

From Clarence Reed; post-office, Vernonia; State, Oregon; variety, Kleinwauzle-

bener; number, 2; serial number, 15838:

Average weight of beets: Grams, 275; ounces, 9.

Sugar: Per cent in beets calculated from per cent sugar in juice, 15.67.

Sugar: Per cent in juice, 16.5.

Yield : Tons per acre, 17.

* Coefficient of purity, 83.9. t Probable yield of sugar per acre from a crop of 17 tons :

pounds,4,036.

Respectfully,
II. W. WILEY,

Chemist.

One of the most striking features in regard to this method of conduct-

ing experimental work is found in the fact that it is almost impossible

to secure compliance with dim-lions. It is evident at once that the

value of experimental work depends upon the care with which it is

done and the accuracy with which the directions prescribed are followed.

It is not to be wondered at that farmers, busy with their other occupa-

tions, failed to comply with the minute directions necessary to secure

the greatest advantage in experimental work.

Very few of the blanks were returned properly filled out. In many
cases the data which were returned were palpably erroneous. In one

instance a yield of 99 tons per acre was reported, and in a great many
cases the yield per acre was so great as to show inaccuracy on the

part of the measurement of the land or the weighing of the beets.

In making out returns for such reported phenomenal yields the theo-

retical quantity of sugar per acre given was always questioned. We
are accustomed to look with suspicion upon any yield of sugar beets

which exceeds 25 tons per acre. While it is not impossible to secure a

higher yield than this, and of beets of good saccharine quality, yet it

is so rare as to throw doubt upon miscellaneous data showing an excess

of that yield.

Another point which makes the returns obtained less valuable is

found iu the fact of the length of time which necessarily elapsed be-

tween the harvesting of the beets and their reception at the laboratory.

*The coefficient of purity is the per cent of sugar in the total solids of the juice of

the beet.

tThis number is only approximate, and shows the quantity of merchantable sugar
which might be expected per acre from the yield, as reported by you, if manufac-
tured by the best approved modern process.
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Nearly all the samples received were from distant States, requiring for

packages of this kind from three to eight days in the mails. Although
the beets were in most cases well wrapped according to direction, our

experiments have shown that theymust have lost a considerable quantity
of moisture by evaporation during their long transit. The data, there-

fore, showiug the content of sugar in the juice would be uniformly too

high for normal beets. It is estimated that not less than 10 to 15 per
cent should in general be subtracted from the yield of sugar to express
the normal percentage of sugar in the beets as originally harvested.

On account of the great number of samples received it was imprac-
ticable to determine the content of sugar directly in the beet pulp,
either by cold instantaneous diffusion or by alcohol extraction. Re-

course was had to the simpler method of calculating the quantity of

sugar in the beet from the percentage of sugar found in the juice. This

quantity was obtained by multiplying the percentage of sugar in the

juice by 95 on the assumption that the beet contained 95 per cent of

juice and 5 per cent of pulp. It is possible that, for the reasons above

mentioned, this result is also too high, inasmuch as the beets having
dried out would probably contain a larger percentage of pulp than that

mentioned. At any rate the numbers give for all practical purposes
the percentage of sugar which the beets contained and it was not

intended that the analyses should be scientifically accurate. The com-

parisons among the beets received from different parts of the country
must be considered just, with the exceptions before noted that some of

them being longer in transit than others would suffer a greater loss of

water. For this reason it would be expected that beets received from

Washington and Oregon would show an apparently higher content of

sugar than beets of equal original richness received from Maryland or

Virginia.

The work of the Department has certainly resulted in great good in

interesting people in all parts of the country in the problem of sugar-
beet culture. The Secretary of Agriculture has, however, decided not

to make as large a distribution of sugar-beet seed in the manner

practiced during the past two years, but to concentrate his efforts in

the development of a sugar-beet station, in which practical illustrations

can be given of the very best methods of sugar-beet culture and the

selection of mothers for the production of a high grade of seed.

In arranging the analyses of the samples of beets which have been sent

in, they have been collected together by States andin the Statesby coun-
ties. The counties have been arranged alphabetically and all the samples
from each county considered together and an average of the data from

each county has been obtained. The averages for the States are made

by samples, which gives the mean composition of all the beets in the State.

In regard to the data by States it must be remembered that they can not

be taken to represent actually the possibilities of each State in the

growth of sugar beets. In the first place, the results of a single year
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of culture, however carefully it may be conducted, could not be con-

clusive in regard to the possibilities of any one State or locality in the

production of beets. In the second place, it must be understood that

the farmers of different States may not have followed exactly the same

method of sampling beets. In some of the cases, at least, where the

general average of the State seems to run low it is found that the average

weight of the beet was far above that which is required of a beet of

high -saccharine strength.

The results, therefore, must be simply regarded as tentative, showing
in general where beets of fine quality can be produced, but not in any

way deciding on the comparative ability of the several States for the

production of rich beets.

The results of the analytical work arranged by States and counties

are given in the following tables:
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NOTES ON THE ANALYSES OF BEETS FROM THE DIFFERENT STATES
AND TERRITORIES.

Arizona. Only two samples were received from this Territory. They
were both very much overgrown, being about three times as large as

the normal beet should be. As would be expected the content of sugar
was very low, the average of the two samples being 7.69 per cent.

Arkansas. Only two samples were received from this State. In the

first one the beets were of a normal size, weighing 18 ounces, neverthe-

less the content of sugar was very low. In the second the beets were

very much overgrown, averaging 62 ounces.

California. Eight samples were received from this State. The aver-

age size of the beets was entirely too large, being 48 ounces. The

average percentage of sugar in the various samples was 11.06. The

highest percentage of sugar was 13.35, with a beet weighing 23 ounces,
and the lowest was 8.35 in a beet weighing 62 ounces. The average

yield per acre as reported was 14.2 tons, showing a theoretical yield of

sugar of 2,188 pounds.
Colorado. The number of samples from this State was forty-seven,

representing ten counties. The average percentage of sugar as found
in the samples was 13.08, and the average weight of the beets 26 ounces.

Some of the samples gave phenomenally high percentages ot sugar;

especially is that true of the samples from Yuma County, which, how-

ever, were very much undergrown, averaging only 6 ounces. The

county making the best showing, all things considered, is Arapahoe,
where the average content of sugar in the beet was 14.27, and the aver-

age weight of the beet 21 ounces. No better agricultural result than

this could be desired, in so far as the size of the beet and the content of

sugar are concerned.

Connecticut. Five samples were received from the State of Connect-

icut. The mean content of sugar was 10.77, and the average weight
of the beets 27 ounces.

Georgia. Two samples were received from the State of Georgia, both

from Clarke County. The average content of sugar in the two samples
was 11.03, and the average weight of the beets 12 ounces.

Idaho. One sample was received from Idaho; it had a content of

sugar of 12,73, and a weight of 15 ounces,

77
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Illinois. Thirty-six samples were received from the State of Illinois,

representing fourteen counties. The average content of sugar was 11.73,

and the average weight of the beet was 32 ounces. The best showing

among the counties was made by Lee, which showed an average con-

tent of 13.61 of sugar in the beet, and an average weight of beet of

34 ounces. This is a remarkably high content of sugar considering the

size of the beet produced. All the samples from this county showed

high results. Another county showing excellent results was Cook,
where the average content of sugar was 13.48 and the average weight
of beet 44 ounces. It is very rare to see so high a sugar content with

a beet of such size.

Indiana. Seventy-one samples were received from the State of In-

diana, representing eighteen counties. The average content of sugar
for the samples for the whole of the State was 11.64, and the average

weight of the beets 27 ounces. Among the counties Wabash has the

best results, showing 13.45 per cent of sugar in the beet, with an aver-

age weight of 30 ounces. All the samples except one received from

that county showed good results. The highest sugar was 13.58, obtained

in Clinton County, from which, however, only two samples were received.

This would make it rather unfair to compare it with the other counties

sending a larger number of samples. Kosciusko County also made a

good showing, with an average percentage of 11.93 of sugar in the beet,
from 16 samples, being the largest number received from any one

county in the State.

WORK CONDUCTED BY THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION OP INDIANA.

Prof. H. A. Huston, chemist of the Experiment Station of Indiana, conducted an

extensive series of experiments with sugar beets during the season of 1891, the re-

sults of which are printed in Bulletin No. 39 for April, 1892.

A large number of samples of seeds was sent to farmers in different parts of the

State and 65 samples of beets were sent in for examination. The mean percentage
of sugar in the juice of the beets and their mean average weight in ounces are as

follows :

Sugar in the juice, per cent 12. 8

Weight of beets, ounces 20. 7

Sixty-six samples of beets grown on the experimental farm of the station were
also examined and found to contain 12.4 per cent of sugar in the juice. The average

weight of the beets is not given in these samples, with the exception of six, and so

no comparison can be made.

As a result of the experiments it is concluded that the station will be justified in

making tests in all parts of the State so that all the' different characteristics of the

soil in the State can be thoroughly studied with reference to the character of beets

which can be grown upon it.

A table is given of the relative amount of sugar in three typical sizes of beets :

Fifteen large beets weighing 40 pounds contained 4 pounds and 4 ounces of sugar.

Thirty-nine beets of medium size weighing 40 pounds contained 4 pounds and 14

ounces of sugar,
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Ninety-six small beets weighing 40 pounds contained 5 pounds and 10 ounces of

sugar.
A table is also given showing the influence on the size of the beets and the amount

of sugar present in them from planting at different seasons.

In the summary it is said that the results of the last year certainly justifies the

station to continue the experiments with sugar beets in Indiana, and are favorable

to the establishment of a beet-sugar industry in the State. There seems to be little

doubt that beets with a good percentage of sugar and with sufficiently pure juice

can be grown. The fertility of Indiana lands is well enough known to insure an

abundant yield when proper methods of cultivation are followed. The geograph-

ical location of the State
;
its position in the center of a group of large markets

;
its

cheap fuel, gas, petroleum, and coal
;

its relatively pure waters
;
its highly efficient

transportation facilities by land and water, all favor the introduction of the industry.

A valuable report on diseases affecting the sugar beet is introduced by Prof. J. C.

Arthur and Miss Katherine E. Golden.

Iowa. Three hundred and twenty-two samples were received from

the State of Iowa, representing sixty-one counties. The mean content

of sugar in the samples was 11.82 and the mean weight of the beets 30

ounces. From Marshall County were received thirty-four samples,

showing an average content of 11.54 of sugar in the beet and an

average weight of 21 ounces. From Muscatine County were received

thirty-three samples, showing 14.10 per cent of sugar in the beet and

an average weight of 26 ounces. This is a magnificent showing, and

indicates that in this county the beets must have been cultivated

in accordance with the directions sent, or that the soil of the county
is especially suited to the growth of the sugar beet. There is only one

sample among the whole number that can be considered as poor, while

many of them are above the average in richness. It can not be
that,

among so many samples, good results are due to accident. Thirty-
one samples were received from Scott County, showing an average of

sugar in the beet of 12.63 and an average weight of 29 ounces. This is

also a most encouraging result. Nineteen samples were received from

Dallas County, showing an average of 11.96 of sugar in the beet and an

average weight of 23 ounces. This is also an encouraging result.

Eighteen samples were received from Allamakee County, showing
an average content of sugar in the beet of 12.64, and an average weight
of beet of 40 ounces. This must also be regarded as a high content of

sugar, considering the excessive size of the beets. The above comprises
all the counties sending a large number of samples. Many of the coun-

ties sending a smaller number of samples show excellent results, but
of course the greater reliance must be placed on those counties trom

which the larger number of samples was received.

It will be interesting to compare these results with those obtained at

the experiment station at Ames. This institution distributed large

quantities of seed, received chiefly from the Department of Agriculture,
and had samples sent directly to the laboratory at the station for ex-

amination, where they were analyzed by Prof, GL E, Patrick. Experi-
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ments were made upon the station grounds with different varieties,

which yielded the following results :
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(5) Per cent of sugar was affected by second growth in October or by absorbing
moisture from the rains after long drouth, or both.

(6) Yield per acre has much to do with the profitableness of the crop ; and

(7) While our highest analysis came from beets averaging 13 ounces, trimmed, and

yielding 12.32 tons per acre, our largest yield of sugar per acre came from beets

averaging 21 ounces, trimmed, and yielding 28.163 tons per acre.

(8) Clay soil gave us the highest per cent of sugar and comparatively higher purity
and the lowest tonnage per acre.

(9) Three plats fertilized with lime, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash, gave 110

evident benefit.

(10) The average per cent of sugar was 14.14, and the average yield about 20 tons

an acre, and the cost of growing and harvesting $39.42 an acre. The highest sugar
in beets, per acre, was 7.299 pounds.

The foregoing comments on the work were taken from the bulletin of

the station No. 15. From the same bulletin, also, the following extracts

are taken, relating to the experiments made by the farmers in the dif-

ferent parts of the State of Iowa.

In all 502 samples were received, and fifty-one counties were repre-

sented. The average percentages of sugar in the beets as analyzed at

the Iowa Experiment Station laboratory, were as follows :

County.
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judging at least by one season's work, is extremely well adapted to the

production of sugar beets of high quality.

In regard to the tables the following remarks are found in Bulletin

15:

The average results for different counties show in some instances wide differences

in quality of the beets. But wide differences are also found between the beets

grown on different farms in the same county, and even between those of different

plats or fields of the same farm. Some of these differences may be, probably are, due

to the soil itself, but without doubt very many are due to the modes of preparing the

soil and cultivating the crop. Therefore it is not safe to assume that the relative

adaptability of the different counties to the beet-sugar industry is truly, or even ap-

proximately, represented by the results of a single year's investigation and this is

of course especially true of those counties from which but few samples were received.

It is true the results of the State as a whole do not indicate as high an average

quality of beet as is reported from some States in the drier regions further we^t and

northwest
;
but on the other hand the average yield of beet per acre is in Iowa very

mucli larger than is possible in those States, without irrigation. Therefore, even

should this indication regarding quality be in future verified (it is now only an indi-

cation), that difference would probably be more than balanced by the superior yield

per acre possible with the soil and climate of Iowa. It is generally asserted, and

doubtless with truth, that for profitable sugar manufacture there is required an aver-

age quality of beet represented by a sugar content of at least 12 per cent (on the

beet) and a purity coefficient of nearly 80 or upwards. But quality of beet is not

all. Plainly, the yield of beets per acre is an equally important factor in determining

profit.

Kansas. Thirty-six samples were received from the State of Kansas,

representing seventeen counties. The mean results for the whole State

were, sugar in the beet, 10.69, and average weight of beet, 33 ounces.

The counties showing good results were Harvey, two samples averaging

3.61 of sugar in the beet, with an average weight of 22 ounces; and

Edwards County, one sample with 14.8 per cent of sugar in the beet

and with an average weight of 43 ounces. This is a very high result

considering the size of the beet.

EXPERIMENTS WITH BEETS AT TUB SORGHUM EXPERIMENT STATION, STERLING,
KANSAS.

An acre and a half was planted in beets, of the Vilmorin and Kleinwanzlebei

varieties. The land was plowed in the fall; in the spring it was plowed and als

subsoiled to a depth of 12 inches. The seed was planted April 15, in rows

inches apart, at the rate of 15 pounds per acre. The expense of growing the beets,

including rent of land at $3.50 per acre, labor at $1.50 per day, seed at 25 cents per

pound, and the expense of harvesting, not including hauling the beets, was $72.

The beets yielded 17 tons per acre of clean, topped beets. The average per cent-

age of sugar in the beets, when harvested, was 11.97. The purity was 80. Assum-

ing that the beets were worth $3 per ton, the crop was worth, at a factory, $76.

It is believed that by planting in 30-inch rows, using a horse cultivator instead

performing all the labor by hand, and having experience in beet growing, the expem
could be lessened and the profit could be increased. On this point the conclusioi

of the Wisconsin Experiment Station appear correct.

Kentucky. Three samples were received from the State of Kentucky,

representing two counties. The average percentage of sugar in

beets was 9.12 and tfre average weight of the beets 34 ounces.
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Maryland. Only two samples were received from this State, both

from Prince George County. The mean content of sugar was 7.36 per
cent and the mean weight of the beets 16 ounces.

Michigan. Fifty samples were received from the State of Michigan,

representing twenty-one counties. The average percentage of sugar in

the beets was 12.64 and the average weight of beet 32 ounces. The
results from the State are very encouraging. Allegan County leads the

list of counties with a percentage of sugar in the beet of 16.34 and an

average weight of beet of 20 ounces, obtained from three samples.
Osceola County comes next with an average percentage of sugar in the

beet of 15.40 and an average weight of beet of 25 ounces. Next comes
Gratiot with four samples, with an average of 14.36 per cent of sugar
in the beet and an average weight of beet of 20 ounces. The number
of samples from any one county is not large, yet on the whole the re-

sults show that Michigan is particularly well adapted to the growth of

sugar beets of high quality.

Extensive experiments were conducted in Michigan by Dr. R. C. Kedzie, chemist of

the Agricultural Experiment Station, during the season of 1891. The results are

published in Bulletin 82 of the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station.

The tabulation of the results is made by districts. The western district, consisting
of five counties, reported an average of 15 tons of beets per acre, with a sugar

percentage in the juice of 14.23. The southeastern district, consisting of four

counties, reported an average of 16.5 tons per acre and an average percentage of

sugar in the juice of 13.52. The central district, consisting of four counties, reported
an average of 13 tons per acre and 14.33 per cent of sugar in the juice. The north-

eastern district, consisting of three counties, reported an average of 15 tons per acre

and 13.29 per cent of sugar in the juice.

Dr. Kedzie states that from the standpoint of the manufacturer the outlook is

promising. An average of nearly 14 per cent of sugar and a coefficient of purity of

above 80 renders the prospect of making sugar at a profit extremely flattering. He
advises investors to be slow about establishing a sugar factory and to consider all

the problems connected therewith before investing their money. This is certainly

very good advice.

It is announced that the station will not undertake further experiments in the dis-

tribution of beet seed and the investigation of the subject of sugar-making, and this

is certainly a subject of regret. With such promising results as have been obtained

by Dr. Kedzie, there are certainly very good reasons for going ahead and making a

thorough study of the State in regard to its sugar-producing properties.
The total number of samples examined was 229, and the mean results of the average

weight, average percentage of sugar in the juice, and average coefficient of purity
are as follows :

Grams. Ounces.

Average weight of beets 992. 25 35

Per cent sugar in juice 13 79

Purity coefficient 86. 30

These results are certainly of the most encouraging character. The content of

sugar is remarkably high when the overweight of the beets is taken into considera-

tion.

Minnesota. Forty-one samples were received from the State of Min-
nesota from eighteen counties. The average per cent of sugar in the

was 12,38, average weight of 29 ounces. The county showing the
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highest results was Polk, averaging 15.42 per cent of sugar in the

beet and 30 ounces in weight. Next on the list comes Goodhue County
with four samples, averaging 15 per cent of sugar and 20 ounces in

weight. Next Faribault, with four samples, averaging 12.42 percentage
of sugar and 27 ounces in weight.

Missouri. Sixty-seven samples were received from the State of Mis-

souri. The average percentage of sugar in the beet for the whole State

was 10.42, and the average weight of beets 20 ounces. The best result is

reported from Caldwell County, showing 15.41 percentage of sugar in

the beet and a weight of 12 ounces. The next best result is from

Knox County, four samples with an average of 13.36 per cent of sugar
in the beet and an average weight of 9 ounces. This must not be

considered a very high content of sugar for beets so greatly undergrown.
The low result in this State as a whole is due to the belated samples
sent by the State Experiment Station. These samples were not received

until late in January and some of them were in a very poor condition.

Especially hard on the State average are the results of Nos. 16670 and

16671, comprising samples of beets wholly unfit for any use.

Quite remarkable, however, is the result reported from Livingston

County. One sample weighing 64 ounces contained 11.96 per cent of

sugar. On the whole it appears that had the beets grown in Missouri

been cultivated under proper scientific conditions so as to keep the size

down to the normal, the content of sugar in them would have compared
favorably with that of any other State.

Montana. Forty-one samples were received from this State, repre-

senting five counties, of which Gallatin County furnished thirty. The

average content of sugar for the State was 13.23, and the average weight
of the beets 25 ounces. Gallatin County, with thirty samples, shows an

average content of sugar in the beet of 13.75 and an average weight of

beet of 20 ounces. This is certainly a most excellent result. The highest

percentage in the samples is found in those from Missoula County,

containing 15.82 per cent of sugar in the beet and having an aver-

age weight of 28 ounces. There were, however, only two samples
from this county. The next best result is also from a county which fur-

nished only two samples, Lewis and Clarke County, showing an average
content of sugar in the beet of 15.46, and an average weight of beet of

19 ounces.

Nebraska. The number of samples received from Nebraska was sixty-

two, representing twenty-nine counties. The average content of sugar
in the beet for the whole State was 11.67 and the average weight of the

beet 35 ounces. Among the counties showing the highest results may
be mentioned Richardson, one sample having 15.82 per cent of sugar
and a weight of 13 ounces. Howard County, two samples, averaging
14.54 per cent of sugar and 24 ounces in weight. Boxbutte County
sent two samples showing 16.22 per cent of sugar and an average

weight of 31 ounces. Saline County, two samples, showing 14,21 per
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cent of sugar and an average weight of 30 ounces. From some of the

counties in Nebraska very poor samples of beets were received, and
these tend to lower the average of the whole State. In many of the

counties the results compare iavorably with those from any part of the

country.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK CONDUCTED BY THE EXPERIMENT STATION OF NEBRASKA ON
SUGAR BEETS.

Conducted by Profs. NICHOLSON and LOYD.

[Abstract of results in Bulletin 21 of the Nebraska Station.]

The work was divided into two sections, viz, the first section conducted on the

experimental farm of the station, and the second section conducted by distributing
seeds to various localities throughout the State and analyzing the samples received

from the different growers.
Phenomenal yields were obtained ou the station plats.

Plat A yielded 34 long tons per acre with a sugar content of 14.8 per cent.

Plat B yielded 31 long tons per acre with 13.0 per cent of sugar.
Plat C yielded 31.3 long tons per acre with 13.5 per cent of sugar.
Plat U yielded 30.5 long tons per acre with 14.2 per cent of sugar.
Plat E yielded 30.8 long tons per acre with 12.9 per cent of sugar.
Another series of experiments was made to test the value of agricultural imple-

ments, and a third series to determine the effect of fertilizers. Bone dust, kaiuit,
nitrate of soda, guano, and phosphate were used singly and in mixtures without any
appreciably good effect upon the sugar content or tonnage of the beets. The average

yield in tons per acre from these various pluts \vas 15.5, and the average content of

sugar 13.3 per cent. The average cost per acre of the different plats harvested and

placed in the silo varied from $32.75 to $29.14.

As a resulc of the whole study it was found that the newer ground not subsoiled

yielded on the average about 13 tons of topped beets per acre; whilst the same

ground, that had been thoroughly stirred to a depth of 16 inches, gave an average
yield of nearly 16 tons to the acre; while on the older ground, that which for a long
time had been under thorough cultivation, and had been tliDroughly subsoiled, the

average yield rose to 31.5 tons.

It was found that in rainy weather in the autumn that by loosening the beets in

the row and allowing them to remain without harvesting, the sugar was preserved
better than if they were not so loosened. Comparative experiments showed that

with beets loosened in the row and left standing the average percentage of sugar
was 13.9, while in those which had not been loosened it dropped to 12.8.

In the second series of experiments, viz, those in which seeds were sent to the

farmers, eighty-eight samples were received from the farmers, the average weight of

which was 22.74 ounces, and the average percentage of sugar (presumably in the

juice) reported from the analyses was 13.09.

Nevada. Eighteen samples were received from this State, from
three counties of which one, Washoe, furnished fifteen. The average

percentage of sugar in the beet for the State was 17.2 and the average
weight of beefc 11 ounces. Washoe County, which practically furnished

all the samples from the State, also leads in the quality of the beets ob-

tained. The numbers representing their quality are almost phenomenal
with the exception of the average weight, which is only about what it

should be. This doubtless accounts for the fact that the beets were so

exceptionally rich. The fifteen samples from this county showed an
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average percentage of sugar in the beet of 18.02 and an average weight
of 9 ounces.

New Hampshire. Only one sample was received from this State,
which contained 11.64 per cent of sugar and weighed 19 ounces.

New Jersey. Only one sample was received from this State, which
contained 7.33 per cent of sugar, with a weight of 17 ounces.

New Mexico. Seventeen samples were received from the Territory of

New Mexico, showing an average content of sugar of 13.8 and an aver-

age weight of 28 ounces. Eddy County, which furnished the largest
number of samples, also leads the list in regard to quality, showing an

average of 14.45 per cent ofsugar and a weight of27 ounces. This result

is exceptionally fine and shows that the possibilities of the production
of beets of high saccharine richness is very flattering.

New York. Four samples were received from the State of New
York, and the average content of sugar was 11.58 and the average

weight 32 ounces. Three counties sent samples. The best sample
was received from G-enesee County, with 13.02 percentage of sugar and
a weight of 23 ounces. Erie sent two samples with an average con-

tent of sugar of 12.25 and an average weight of 33 ounces.

North Dakota. There were received by the Department from North
Dakota eleven samples from six counties. The mean percentage of

sugar for the State was 11.84, and the mean weight of the beets 23

ounces. The best results by counties were from Mclntosh.

Bulletin No. 5 of the Experiment Station of North Dakota, issued in

February, 1892, contains an account of the results with sugar beets in

that State during the season of 1891.

Seed of the standard varieties of sugar beets was distributed to dif-

ferent parts of the State and one hundred and forty-four samples were

received for analysis. In general it may be said that the samples were

somewhat overgrown, as will be seen from the average weight. The

percentage of sugar in the juice and the purity are also rather low;
lower than would be expected, in fact, for that locality.

Mr. E. F. Ladd, who conducted the analyses, makes the following

summary of the results :

(1) The one hundred and twenty-nine samples of beets analyzed gave an average

sugar content (sucrose) of 11.43 per cent.

(2) Many of the samples of beets sent for analysis were harvested before the sugar
in the beets was fully formed; in other words, before the beets were ripe.

(3) In many cases the beets had not received proper treatment and much of the

root grew above ground.

(4) In many instances the ground was not plowed to sufficient depth, not more
than 6 inches deep, leaving a hard, impenetrable subsoil below, and the beets grew
prongy and of ill shape such as would be rejected at the factory.

(5) To grow sugar beets for the factory the land should be plowed to a depth of

8 to 10 inches
;
the beets grow well in the ground, for the part above ground is of

inferior quality and generally rejected at the factory.

(6) The large beets are not the best for sugar. Beets weighing above 3 pounds
have a less per cent of sugar than the smaller beets.
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(7) For the present it is my belief that for the most of North Dakota other indus-

tries will be found more profitable for both manufacturer and farmer than the sugar-
beet industry.

It will be seen from the conclusions which he reaches and which are

justly based upon the analyses made, that he is not disposed to favor-

ably consider that the sugar beet has a promising future in North

Dakota. I am inclined to the opinion, however, that with more sci-

entific methods of culture the results obtained in North Dakota will

prove much more encouraging than those secured in the last year.

From the data given in the bulletin as printed the mean figures of

the samples analyzed are as follows :

Average weight of beets in grams 822. 90

Per cent sugar in juice 11. 36

Purity coefficient 74. 00

Ohio. Sixty-six samples were received from the State of Ohio, repre-

senting twenty counties. The average content of sugar in the beets

from the whole of the State was 11.33 and the average weight of the

beets 31 ounces. Morrow County is best on the list with samples,

showing 16.44 per cent of sugar and an average weight of 22

ounces. Hancock County furnished rich samples, four in number, aver-

aging 16.32 per cent of sugar in the beet and 19 ounces in weight. One
of the samples, No. 26614, received from Ohio, deserves special mention

on account of its high content of sugar and its high purity. It con-

tained 20.19 per cent of sugar with a purity of 87.4. Trumbull County
sent six samples, with an average of sugar in the beet of 13.12 and an

average weight of 25 ounces. Ashtabula County sent two samples
with an average content of sugar of 13.19 and an average weight of 25

ounces. The largest part of the samples were from Erie County, which
furnished eighteen, with an average content of 11.5 of sugar and having
an average weight of 32 ounces. Many of the samples from Erie County
were of exceptional richness, but others were as exceptionally poor,
which pulled down the average to the number given.

Oklahoma. One sample was received from the Territoryof Oklahoma,
very much overgrown, showing only 6.37 per cent of sugar.

Oregon. Thirty-five samples were received from the State of Ore-

gon, containing an average percentage of 13.8 of sugar and with an

average weight of 23 ounces. Samples were received from fourteen

counties. The richest sample was received from Jackson County, show-

ing 17.99 per cent of sugar with a weight of 20 ounces. The next best

results were from Clackamas County, three samples averaging 14.78 per
cent of sugar with an average weight of 21 ounces; Columbia County,
three samples with an average per cent of sugar of 14.56 and an

average weight of 19 ounces
;
Coos County, five samples, showing an

average of 13.83 per cent of sugar with an average weight of 30

ounces, and Lane County, six samples, showing 13.53 per cent of sugar
and averaging 20 ounces in weight. The samples from Oregon are
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uniformly rich in quality, and if they truly represent the capabilities of

the State, there certainly is a bright future for the beet-sugar industry on

that portion of the Pacific coast.

SUGAR BEETS AT OREGON EXPERIMENTAL STATION.

Experiments were conducted by the Experiment Station of Oregon during the year
1891 on the culture of sugar beets and the analysis thereof, and the results obtained

are issued in Bulletin No. 17 of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station.

The standard varieties of sugar-beet seed were obtained and distributed to fanners

in different parts of the State. A circular showing the best methods of cultivation

was also sent out with the beets for the guidance of the farmers. Accompanying the

report is a valuable contribution to the study of the climate and soil of the State in

regard to the production of the sugar beet, and that portion of the State which is

supposed to be most favorable to it is marked on a map. Tables showing the amount
of rainfall in different parts of the State are also given. It is noticed that, in gen-

eral, the spring rains lasted until quite late, thereby causing delay in the time ot

planting. Almost the whole of the planting was done in May, while in ordinary
seasons a good portion of it cojild have been accomplished in April.

The number of samples analyzed was 95. The results are certainly encouraging
and show that the sugar beet has great possibilities in the State. The report was

prepared by G. W. Shaw, chemist, and Dumont Lotz, assistant chemist. In the con-

clusions which they draw from the analyses they sta te that the investigations have

progressed far enough to iudicate that there are sections in the State naturally

adapted to the culture of the sugar beet, and these sections are noticed by shaded

lines on the map. It is not suggested that the farmers should give up other crops to

grow sugar beets, but that they should combine beet growing with the regular farm

work.

An extended plan for experiments to be made in 1892 is :ilso given.

The mean data from the analyses reported are as follows :

Average weight of beets in grams *608. 50

Per cent sucrose in j uice . 13. 75

Purity coefficient 77. 57

Pennsylvania. Seven samples, showing an average content of 13.29

of sugar and an average weight of 22 ounces, were received. Five

counties were represented. The highest result was obtained from Butler

County, one sample showing 15.53 per cent of sugar and weighing 17

ounces. Lackawanna County, with two samples, showed a sugar content

of 15.51 and an average weight of 18 ounces. The results from Penn-

sylvania are also of a most encouraging nature, although the number of

samples is entirely too small to enter into a general comparison.
South Dakota. Two hundred and two samples were received from the

State of South Dakota, showing an average content of sugar of 12.45

and an average weight of 22 ounces. Forty-five counties furnished

samples, of whichBrown Conntyfurnished forty-nine, showing an average
content of 12.76 of sugar and an average weight of 17 ounces. The

county furnishing the next largest number of samples was Lake, from

wliich twenty-nine samples were received, showing an average content

of 11.04 of sugar and an average weight of 23 ounces. The richest

* Exeluding one beet weighing 10 pounds.
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beets received from South Dakota were from Faulk County. In gen-

eral, the character of the beets from South Dakota is of a high order,

the State showing remarkable facilities for producing beets of great
saccharine strength.

Tennessee. Five samples were received, showing an average content

of 8.77 of sugar and an average weight of 20 ounces. The richest beet

received from Tennessee was from Davidson County, and showed 14.82

per cent of sugar and weighed 11 ounces. The rest of the samples
from that State were of a poor quality.

Texas. Ten samples were received from the State of Texas, showing
an average content of sugar of 10.31 and an average weight of 23

ounces. Samples were received from seven counties. The richest sam-

ple was received from Mason County, with a content of sugar of 13.92,

but weighing only 5 ounces.

Virginia. Seventy-two samples were received from the State of Vir-

ginia, of which 33 were from Augusta County and 29 from Frederick

County. The average for the State is 11.12 per cent of sugar and 21

ounces the average weight. On the whole, the best results were obtained

from Frederick County,with 29 samples showing 11.93 per cent of sugar
in the beet and an average weight of 25 ounces. The average tor

Augusta County, with 33 samples, was 11.06 per cent of sugar in the

beet and an average weight of 18 ounces.

Washington. Eleven samples were received from the State of Wash-

ington, from six counties. The average content of sugar in the beets

from the State was 14.47 and the average weight 18 ounces. The rich-

est samples, two in number, were from Stevens County, showing an

average of17.51 per cent ofsugar and averaging in weight only 10 ounces.

The two samples from Whatcom County showed an average content of

15.70 of sugar and an average weight of 18 ounces. With the exception
of two, Nos. 15263 and 15264, all the samples received from the State of

Washington were of a high saccharine strength.
Wisconsin. Four hundred and fifty-one samples were received from

Wisconsin, representing sixty counties. The average content of sugar-
in the beets for the whole State was 11.05 and ftie weight of the beets

26 ounces. The richest beets were received from Ozaukee County, five

samples showing an average of 13.42 per cent of sugar and averag-

ing 17 ounces in weight. Jefferson County, with nineteen samples,
showed an average content of sugar of 13.08 with an average weight
of 24 ounces. One very poor sample is found in this county, viz, No.

15443. Marquette County furnished five samples with an average of

13.06 per cent of sugar and an average weight of 12 ounces. There
is also one very poor sample from this county, viz, To. 15174. In

general the results from Wisconsin are more reliable on account of the

large number of samples which was sent. Where so many causes

enter to disturb the accuracy of the data obtained, as is the case in

experimental work of this kind, the greater the number of samples
which can be obtained the greater the reliability of the results.
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This experimental work in Wisconsin was supplemented also by an
extensive series of experiments carried on by the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station of the State, under the auspices of the Department of

Agriculture. The following data give the results of these experiments :

SUGAR BEET EXPERIMENTS IN WISCONSIN IN 1891.

By F. W. WOLL.

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

MADISON, Wis., February 8, 1892.

DEAR SIR: I transmit herewith our report of beet-sugar investigations for this

State during the season of 1891.

The report shows that we distributed a thousand pounds of seed among 850 farmers

in the spring. In the fall 373 sample lots of beets were received at the station grown
from the seed distributed in the spring. Had not a drought of almost unknown

severity prevailed during the growing season, a much larger number of farmers

would have sent in samples, as we received scores of letters from parties who had
received seed, stating that they had been unable to grow any beets. The results of

these analyses show 7.12 as the lowest per cent of sugar, highest 23.52, the average
for the 373 samples being 12.56, with an average estimated yield of beets of over 15

tons to the acre.

At this station 2 acres of beets were grown, with every prospect in the spring of

marked success, as the soil was well adapted to the roots and the stand of young
plants remarkably even and uniform. The drought, however, cut the yield down to

a little more than 14 tons for the 2 acres. Had there been a normal amount of rain-

fall, the yield would have been not less than 50 tons from the same plat.

Eleven varieties were planted in the station plat. The report shows the average

per cent of sucrose in the beets grown by us to have been 15.5 per cent, with 13.27 per
cent and 17.56 per cent as lowest and highest limit.

Much interest has been awakened in this State by the study of the sugar-beet

plant carried on by this station under your direction, and I think it would be very
unfortunate if the work were dropped at this time. While some other States have

gone ahead faster than Wisconsin in the establishment of beet-sugar factories, I

believe we have really lost nothing in the apparent delay, for we are learning the

capacity and possibilities of our soil and climate, and our farmers are gaining knowl-

edge of the requirements essential to successful cultivation of the beet plant. Wo
recollect the failure of two sugar-beet factories many years ago and are desirous of

not repeating such results. This does not mean that the people are indifferent and
lack confidence in this direction, but rather that they would move cautiously and
be sure at each step of the ground occupied.

Trusting that this report may in some measure bear evidence that the confidence

you have reposed in us was not misplaced, I am,

Very respectfully,

W. A. HENRY.
Hon. J. M. RUSK,

Secretary of Agriculture.

The report of the work done by this station during the year of 1891, in regard to

the culture of sugar beets, will be discussed under two general headings : (1) Report
of experiments at this station; and (2) report of analyses of beets from farmers in

different parts of the State.
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SUGAR BEETS AT THIS STATION IN 1891.

A piece of land of very nearly 2 acres was set apart in the spring for sugar beets.

The plot slopes somewhat to the west, and is light clayey loam, becoming more

sandy at the east end. As a consequence, the eastern portion is considerably drier

and would suffer more in case of a drought, which also proved true during the past

season, as the summer of 1891 was exceedingly dry. The meteorological data for

this place for the months May-October, inclusive, are given in the following table.

For the sake of comparison the total rainfall for the same months last year, and also

the normal rainfall (average for two years) are given in the table.

Meteorological data May to October, 1891, for Madison, Wi&.*

RAINFALL IN INCHES.

Date.
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VARIETIES PLANTED.

The following eleven varieties were planted on May 26 and 27 : Le Maire's Richest,
Simon LeGrande, Vilinorin, Kleinwanzleben, Bulteau Desprez, Desprez B. & R., La
Plus Riche, F. Kroemer, O. B. S. & Co., French, German. The first nine varieties were
obtained from Oxhard Beet Sugar Co., Grand Island, Nebr., and the two last varieties

from the United States Sugar Experiment Station at Schuyler, Nebr. In all, 183 rows
were planted. The length of each row was 190.6 feet, and the distance between each

row 30 inches
;
the seed was planted thicker than last year ;

after last thinning the beets

stood 4 to 6 inches apart in the rows. From 14 to 22 rows were planted of each vari-

ety, these being planted in the order given above, starting from the west end of the

plot. The plot was cultivated on June 10 and 11 with wheel hoe, June 15 with nar-

row tooth single cultivator, June 22 to 26 the plants were thinned and hoed and a

horse cultivator run through the rows. At this time the plants were about 3 inches

high. The horse cultivator was run through the rows again on July 2, 14, 31, and the

weeds in the rows were destroyed by hand hoeing July 20 to 23 and August 1. The

harvesting was done by plowing a furrow close up to the beets; after thus laying
them bare they were easily pulled and thrown in a pile. After all beets were thrown
in piles they were topped and drawn by team to the farm root-cellar, after having
first been weighed. A basketful of each load was taken out to be washed and the

per cent of dirt adhering to the beets thus obtained.

The following gives the time spent in growing the crop of beets, and also the cost,

estimating the wages for a man 10 cents an hour, for man and horse 15 cents, and

man and team 25 cents per hour :

Cost of growing a crop ofleetsfrom a S-acre field.

Plowing and preparing the land (allowed) $2. 00

Planting and cultivating the crop:

304 hours' time for one man 30. 40

22 hours, man and horse 3. 30

Harvesting and hauling the crop :

111 hours' time for one man 11. 10

28 hours for man and team 7. 00

Total 53.80

From this field we obtained a little more than 14 tons of washed beets (as we shall

see presently), which would make the total cost of growing and harvesting a ton of

beets $3.76, allowing the tops, which yielded more than 4 tons from the plat, to pay
for rent of laud, the cost of seed, and wear of machinery. Last year our beets yielded
more than 20 tons per acre on an average. This yield may be considered slightly above

average for good laud and cultivator
;
but if we take 15 tons as an average yield per

acre we get the cost of raising and harvesting I ton of sugar beets $2.46, assuming
the cost of harvesting and hauling the beets double the amount charged in the above

table. The average price per ton of beets during the past season was, in Nebraska,

$3.50, in California $4, in Utah $4.50. With the average price of $4 paid for the

beets the net income from one acre Would be $23. Doubtless the cost of growing the

crop could be considerably reduced by growing the beets on a larger scale, and by
the application of machinery that will successfully pull the weeds in the rows be-

tween the beets. On the other hand, the cost of hauling the beets would be larger

with a greater distance to the factory an item that would easily swallow up all profit

if the distance is too great.

EXAMINATION OF BEETS GROWN AT UNIVERSITY FARM.

The beets were sampled and analyzed September 26, 1891, and also at harvesting

time, October 26. Three beets were selected for analysis, washed and dried, a

quarter section of each beet cut and grated together, the pulp put in a bag, and the
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juice pressed out. The specific gravity of this was then observed, and the clarified

juice polarized. At harvesting time two or three different samples of each variety
were taken, and the results averaged. The sugar in the beets was determined in these

samples by the alcohol method of Tollens-Rapp-Degener (Koenig, Unters. landw.

wicht. Stoffe, 1891, p. 436). The results of the analyses are given in the following
table :

Sugar beet season, 1801.

SAMPLES TAKEN SEPTEMBER 26.

Name of variety.
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YIELD OF BEETS.

The folio-wing table will give the necessary data with reference to yield of beets

and of tops from the plat and the estimated yield of beets and of sugar per acre :

Yield of beets and of tops.

No. of
rows.
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Eainfall May to October, inclusive, 1S91, in inches.

Name of station.
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quality. No further data are on hand as regards soil, period of growth,
or yield of beets from an acre of land.

We shall now give the analyses of samples of sugar beets made at

this station during the past fall, along with such additional informa-

tion as to the culture of the beets as it has been possible to gather.

The analyses are arranged alphabetically according to counties and

according to post-offices within each county. The data for each county
are averaged so as to give the average size of the samples received

from each county, the yields of beets, solids and sugar in the juice, and

the purity coefficients.
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We give below extracts from the remarks with which the different

fanners accompanied the description of the beets sent in for analysis by
them. The figures refer to the numbers in the preceding table :

3. Seed did not come up for a month after planting, June 14.

13. This variety does not yield as well as No. 12, but seems to mature earlier.

14. Cutworms ravaged beets badly when they came up first.

16. No rain from April 25 to June 14, and none from July 1 to September 30, to

wet the ground more than about an inch
;
in fact it has been the driest season that

the oldest settler has seen.

19. Some insects or bugs hard on beets and rutabagas by side of them in the spring.

23, 24. Only one row harvested, hence the excessive yield.

30. I think in a good growing season I could get as many again from the same

ground.

35, 64. The seeds lay in the ground for about four weeks before coming up.

54. Last crop grown on land wheat
;
the field was not manured for four years.

58. Harvested a great many beets that weighed 9 to 10 pounds.
62. Not more than two-thirds of a crop.

79. Cutworms destroyed fully one-half the plants.

80. Had the season been more favorable and they had received proper care and

cultivation, the yield would have been three times as great.

81. The crop was nearly destroyed by cutworms.

85. This is not more than half a crop.

89. The like of the drought not seen in the State since 1865.

90. No rain for about three months to wet the ground.
92. I would rather plant potatoes and sell them at 25 cents a bushel and buy my

sugar than to raise sugar beets.

97. Time expended planting, cultivating, and harvesting plat (one twenty-fourth

acre), twenty-eight and one-half hours. (This Avould equal an expense of $4.56 per
ton of beets, valuing one hour labor for one man 10 cents, and the yield of beets 15

tons per acre; see further under No. 247.)

100. Some of the beets were entirely stripped of leaves by a black bug.
101. The beets seem to stand drought much better than other roots. Had turnips,

carrots, etc., on same ground, and they are worthless. My cow relished them and

gave a good flow of milk.

120. I think I could raise 40 tons per acre in good season.

143. I think I can raise 1,200 bushels to the acre.

154. It was too dry for the seed to sprout until June 15, and then insects gnawed
the plants off. The plot was only half covered with beets.

156. Had some beets of 9 pounds weight.
160. There is not more than half the yield there would be in an ordinary season.

162. Judging from the very bad season here for this kind of crop, 1 think they
would be a very profitable crop to raise for any purpose that they can be used for.

167. Several beets weighed 9 to 10 pounds.
191. The seed did not germinate for nearly a month after planting, and then so

unevenly that a careful transplanting could not produce an even stand.

193. Never had such weather in the last ten years.

199. Seed came up about June 25.

225. Beets are better than other roots for cows giving milk. They keep through
the winter as good or better than potatoes.

235. Can be grown as well as potatoes, but, like everything else, the labor beats

the balance sheet.

242. I have no doubt but that beets can be profitably grown if the rows are put
far enough apart so the greater part of the work can be done with a horse.

247. It required 22 hours 35 minutes time for one man to plant, hoe, cultivate,

thin, dig, top, and put in the cellar. Size of plat, 4,620 square feet. (This would
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equal an expense of $1.42 per ton of beets, assuming cost of labor and yield as under

No. 97.)

261. Obtained first premium at the county fair for the beets.

262. Beets were scarcely up by July 4; growth began about September 1.

266. Not more than 10 per cent of seed germinated, on account of season being so

dry.

205. Cutworms killed a good share of the beets.

302. There was 1 pound of tops to 10 pounds of beets.

309. The season was unfavorable for most crops, nearly all summer being very dry.

Corn did not do more than half.

311. I noticed a black bug an inch long from the middle of July to the last of Au-

gust, which injured the leaves of the beets considerably. I have frequently noticed

the same bug on potatoes. If you send me seed for next season I think I shall do

considerably better, having learned some by experience.
317. During the hot weather in August swarms of black bugs, one-half an inch in

length, went for the tops in places, making a clean sweep as far as they went, eating
the tender part of the leaf, leaving nothing but the limb. The bugs remained about

three weeks
;
the damage retarded the growth of the beets for a short time, but they

recovered entirely from the injury and most of them are quite large now. *

Am satisfied sugar beets would do well in this neighborhood.
* * * My expe-

rience this year shows they are determined to grow in the soil here no matter how
long the drought or how many bugs they have to contend with.

330. For growing beets manure year before planting, to have manure well rotted.

342. The season being very dry the seed did not come up until June 25. * * *

The seed being of good quality made a good stand. Had the season been favorable

the yield could have been at least one-half more. Considering the very dry season

I think sugar beets withstand the drought better than the Yellow Tankard mangel
planted along side of them, the beets being deeper rooted.

351. The season has been the driest that 1 ever experienced in Wisconsin. It is

really wonderful that I got as good a crop as I have harvested.

352. I think a common season ought to double the yield.

353. The seed lay in the ground six weeks before germinating. With the same

growing weather as in 1890 should have had twice the amount, for iny land was far

better than last year.

365. It has been an extremely dry season. Consider them almost a total failure.

From the tables of analyses we deduct the following statements:

Lowest analysis, 1891 per cent sugar in the juice. . 7. 1.2

Highest do 23. 52

Average of 373 analyses do 12. 56

Average estimated yield of beets per acre pounds . . 31, 090

The average per cent of sugar in the juice for this year came at 12.56. This may
be considered a fair average, although there is evidently considerable room for

improvement. The average for Germany during the past season is estimated at 12.55

per cent. Last year the beets analyzed at this station (93 in all) averaged 12.46 per
cent of sugar in the juice. Only eleven farmers scut in beets both years; the average
of the samples furnished by these were, in 1890, 11.85 per cent; in 1891, 14.30 percent
of sugar in the juice, or 2.45 per cent increase in 1891. This would tend to show
that the main reason for the rather inferior quality of beets grown by many farmers

lies in their unacquaintance with the sugar beet and its culture
; excepting the eleven

farmers who furnished samples both years, there were only a A'cry few who had had

any previous experience in growing sugar beets. Another reason lies in the fact

that the farmers are apt to send in the largest beets grown, thinking that the'lan-rg

beets they can grow the better; doubtless the analyses given in the above table are
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lower in a large number of cases than truly representative samples would have

shown.

Fifteen counties furnished beets analyzing on the average above 13 per cent of

sugar in the juice; beets analyzing on the average above 14 per cent were received

from the following counties: Door, Green, Jeft'ersou, Lincoln (only one analysis),

Pepin, Racine, Sank, Trempealeau, and Washington. These counties do not belong
to any single section of the State, but are scattered all around, in the western, south-

ern, and northeastern portion of the State. This would indicate that successful

sugar-beet culture with us is more a question of skill in growing than a question of

soil. In any part of the State there is soil well adapted to sugar-beet culture; what
i,s wanted is farmers who understand the cultivation of the beets, and enough of

them within a limited area to furnish a sufficient quantity of beets to supply a beet-

sugar factory Avith 200 to 300 tons of beets daily for a campaign of about three

months. This means the product from not less than 1,500 acres of land in an

average year. Whenever these conditions are present, beet-sugar factories will be

established in our midst; capital Avill doubtless be ready to invest as soon as there

is any prospect of successful outcome. But it would be simply throwing away a

fortune to enter upon the undertaking Avith no certainty of the supply of beets.

A modern beet-sugar factory will cost at least $150,000; before beginning on the en-

terprise all conditions must therefore be carefully studied
;
the question of supply of

beets is perhaps the most important of these. The results of the work done by this

station during the past three years indicate that Wisconsin can grow beets in suf-

ficient quantity and of good percentage of sugar; if this is correct, manufacturing
of beet sugar will be a success with us when enough beets can be obtained to supply
a beet factory.

Wyom infj. -Fifteen samples were received from this State, of which 9

came from Albany County. The mean results from this comity show
14.32 per cent of sugar in the beet, with an average weight of 7 ounces.

The best results, all things considered, from the State are from Crook

County, although only three samples were sent, showing 13.77 per
cent of sugar and an average weight of 10 ounces.

In closing these remarks on the data obtained from the different

States and Territories, it may be well to call attention to the fact of

the remarkable extent of the area in the United States in which sugar
beets of fair richness can be grown. In Bulletin 27, from theoretical

considerations, a map was given showing practically where in the

United States beets of exceptional richness could be grown. At the

time of the publication of this map it was distinctly stated that there

would be doubtless many localities without the boundaries of the pro-

posed area in which excellent beets could be produced. The experi-

ments, which have now been carried on for two years, show that the

limits of beet-culture for sugar-making purposes are even wider than
those intimated before.

Beets of fair quality have been grown as far south as Texas, and it is

now believed that on most of the high plateaus of the central western

portion of the United States beet-culture can be practiced with profit,

especially where irrigation is possible. On account of the value of

lands which are reclaimed by irrigation it is highly necessary that

some crop should be grown which will pay for the intensive culture, and

nothing better than the sugar beet can be recommended for this pur-
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pose. It has been thoroughly demonstrated by the experiments carried

on by this Department, that sugar-beet culture is possible in this coun-

try, and it only remains for the farmers of the country to indicate a

willingness to grow the beets to secure the rapid development of our

beet-sugar industry. The education of the farmers in this direction

will doubtless be slow, but there is no reason to doubt its success.

There is abundant capital in the country waiting to embark in the

manufacturing part of the industry whenever it can be assured of a

sufficient quantity of raw material for its operations.

BEET SUGAR EXPERIMENT STATION AT SCHUYLER, NEBR.

Impressed with the necessity of securing in this country experimental
tests of the most scientific methods of cultivating sugar beets and pro-

ducing seed therefrom, I was directed by the Secretary of Agriculture
in autumn of 1890 to visit Nebraska and other States with the inten-

tion of selecting a site for the establishment of such an experimental
station.

The reasons which led to the selection of Nebraska as the State in

which this station should be established were the fact that already a

beet-sugar factory had been erected in that State and others were in

process of erection, and that in its soil and climate it seemed to pre-

sent a favorable locality in which to try the experiments, which, when

finished, might prove of the greatest advantage to all parts of the

country. The location of the station on the Pacific Coast would have

placed it too far away to secure the personal control on the part of the

Department which seemed to be necessary to success, while, had it been

established farther east and north, it would not have so well represented
all the points of soil and climate of the northern central portion of the

country, in which the farmers seem to be most interested in beet-culture.

Many localities were found in the State of Nebraska, and, as a result of

personal inspection, two sites were favorably recommended for the loca-

tion of the experiment station. The first of these was near Norfolk, in

the northeastern part of the State. At this place a beet-sugar factory

was in course of construction, and the people not only of the town but

of the whole country were thoroughly aroused to the importance of a

careful study of the beet-sugar industry. A favorable location was also

offered for the establishment of the station at a distance of about a mile

and a quarter from the location of the beet-sugar factory. The second

place recommended was near the town of Schuyler, where two or three

different plots of ground were offered, each of which seemed to possess
some advantages. The Secretary finally selected Schuyler as the site,

leaving the particular location in the vicinity to be determined after-

ward. The work therefore which is carried on at Schuyler must not

be taken to represent the interests of Nebraska alone. Those interests

are amply provided for by the excellent investigations of the State
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station at Lincoln. Our work is to be taken for the advancement of

the beet-sugar industry in general, and it has been carried on in a

locality as nearly central as possible.

The plat of land which was finally selected was, in general, the best

adapted to thepurpose. No piece of land could lie more favorably for an

experimental station. It has a gentle slope toward the south, and yet
is practically level, but with a sufficient difference in altitude between

its southern and northern portions to give excellent natural drainage,
and yet not sufficient to produce washing during heavy rains. The soil

is a deep sandy loam, and the only objection to it was that it was prac-

tically a virgin soil. Part of it had never been plowed, but the whole

of it had been closely pastured for several years, so it was not exactly
of the nature of the virgin prairie. The only fear entertained in select-

this piece of land was that the beets would grow to a remarkable size

and be deficient in sugar content. This, however, as will be found in

consulting the experimental data, was prevented by close planting, which

kept the beets down to below normal size and secured in them a normal

development of saccharine matter.

Being unable to give my personal supervision to the work of the sta-

tion, it was placed in charge of Mr. Walter Maxwell, who brought to

his work a large experience in farming and a thorough comprehension
of the nature of the problems to be investigated. The scope and extent

of the work was thoroughly explained to Mr. Maxwell before his de-

parture to take charge of the station, and the thoroughness with which

he carried out the instructions in the conduct of the work will be more

clearly perceived by a perusal of his report, which follows.

During the planting season I spent sometime at the station, and also

during the analytical season.

Seed of the best European varieties was especially imported for the

purpose of starting the crop for the first year, and in all cases an ex-

cellent stand was secured, although the conditions for germination were

somewhat unfavorable. At the time of planting, the earth was remark-

ably dry, and continued so until near the end of May, after which time

a period of exceptional humidity prevailed, accompanied by repeated
and heavy rainfalls.

In spite of these unfavorable climatic influences, however, a good
stand was secured in all the plats from planting 15 to 20 pounds of

seed per acre. The general scope of the work may be outlined as fol-

lows :

In the first place, it was proposed to thoroughly prepare the soil in the

best approved manner. Fortunately, on account of the laud having
been closely pastured, the sod was plowed without difficulty. The plow
was followed by a subsoiler and the soil thus loosened to a depth of

from 15 to 17 inches. No difficulty whatever was experienced in secur-

ing a perfect tilth of the surface and an excellent seed bed. Not will-

ing, however, to trust the first year's experiments to a soil so wholly

19864 No. 33 8
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virgin in its nature, an additional plat of land was rented which had been

several years in cultivation, and this was prepared in the same manner
for the reception of the seed. A beet of uniform size and proper shape,
with a single tap root, can not be secured until the ground is loosened to

a sufficient depth to allow the normal growth of the plant. If the tap
root strikes a hard piece of earth at a depth of from 7 to 9 inches, it is

naturally deflected in its course, or extra roots are formed and the beet

becomes misshapen and tends to grow above the surface of the soil.

There is, therefore, in beet culture an absolute necessity of securing a

soil loosened to a sufficient depth to allow the tap root to penetrate

easily from 15 to 17 inches.

Attention should also be called to the methods of planting and the

times of planting. It was decided to illustrate the effect produced by
planting at different periods, beginning as early in the season as prac-

ticable and continuing until late in the spring. By reason of the pecu-
liar climatic conditions, however, which have been mentioned, namely,
the very dry April and May, the full effect of this experiment could not

be determined, as the beets practically all started to grow at the same

time, near the end of May. It will be necessary, therefore, to repeat
such experiments as these in regard to time of planting for several

years in order to determine fully the effect of early and late planting on

the crop as a general rule. It will be found, no doubt, that there are

many soils where early planting will prove more advantageous, while,
on the contrary, many others will be found where the late planting will

be the most successful. In the absence, therefore, of any experimental
data of a reliable nature on this matter it will be best for sugar-beet

planters who are raising beets for commercial purposes to practice

early, medium, and late planting in order that they may have at least a

portion of their crop suited to the season, whatever it may prove to be.

In such a climate as Schuyler there is, of course, a liability to late

frosts as well as early freezes, so that all these matters should be taken

into consideration in regard to the time of planting.

In regard to the manner of planting, I think it sufficiently demon-

strated that nothing is superior to the method of drilling which we

practiced. We found that it was an easy matter to determine the num-
ber of pounds of seed dropped per acre by tying a bag under the nose

of the drill and running it back and forth over a hard road through a

distance which would correspond to one-eighth or one-quarter of an

acre. The bag which had secured the seed which was deposited by the

drill was then removed and the amount of seed weighed. By this

method we had no difficulty whatever in adjusting the drill to plant

any quantity of seed required. If the experience of one season should

prove of any value, then the amount of seed which we used during the

past season, namely, about 17 pounds per acre, was entirely sufficient.

In regard to the depth of planting also great care should be exer-

cised. We endeavored to have the seed deposited about 1 inch under
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the surface of the earth. The beet plant, on germinating, is extremely
delicate and will not force itself through a deep layer of earth

; espe-

cially is this true if, subsequent to the planting and before the appear-
ance of the plant above the ground, a heavy rain should fall, packing
the earth down firmly on the seed. If one could be assured of the oc-

currence of very dry weather for a considerable period after planting,
then depositing the seed at a greater depth would be advisable, but it

would be extremely dangerous practice to follow in a country where

rains are likely to occur at any time. In localities where irrigation is

practiced the amount of seed employed could be easily controlled, and
in this case the seed could be deposited, to a greater or less depth, ac-

cording to whether the soil might be more or less moist.

The object of the work in cultivation was to show in a practical way
how to secure a good stand of good, healthy beet plants at as nearly as

possible even distances in the rows and to illustrate the method of cul-

ture. With the sugar beet the method of culture is essentially a super-

ficial one; no deep plowing and stirring of the ground is required. On
the contrary, the principles of beet culture look to a sufficient stirring

of the ground to break up the r;ipillary connection between the snrfare

portions and the parts below to secure the proper tilth and pulveriza-

tion of the surface and to prevent the growth of weeds and grass. These

are the points which are to be secured, and any method of cultivation

which accomplishes these ends will be sufficient for beet culture.

When the rows of beets are planted only from 1U to 15 inches apart,
as in the case of some of our experiments, hand-hoe culture is the only

practicable method. The rows are too near to permit the use of horse-

power. When the rows are 18 inches apart, and greater distances, cul-

ture by means of horse hoes and cultivators is, of course, more econom-

ical than hand-hoe culture. Any good garden horse hoe which will stir

the surface of the soil and at the same time protect the young plants
from being covered up will be found useful in beet culture. In this re-

spect it is but fair to call attention to the fact that culture of beets

by steam or electric plowing may perhaps in the future be found to be

the most economical. By the use of steam plows greater care can be

exercised and greater or less speed can be imparted to the plow and abso-

lute immunity from tramping the beets secured. This, however, is a

matter for the future; meanwhile we may avail ourselves of the means
of cultivation which can be procured. Quite a number of hand cultiva-

tors and horse cultivators and hoes were purchased from different imple-
ment dealers, and all of them, so far as we have been able to try them

thoroughly, proved to be of a satisfactory nature.

Connected with the culture work, careful meteorological observations

were conducted, in order that the climatic influences could be as thor-

oughly studied as possible. This leads to the observation that inter-

continental areas, subjected as they are to great vicissitudes of climate,
will perhaps not prove as favorable to beet-culture as the marine lit-
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toral portions of the country. The influence of the sea water in modi-

fying the climate of adjacent agricultural regions is too well known to

need elucidation, and the extraordinarily favorable results reported
from the Pacific coast with the beets grown by farmers in general are

illustrations of this fact. So, also, the vicissitudes of climate are well

known without consulting the meteorological data kept by the station

at Schuyler during the past season. Prolonged periods of drought in

such climates are followed by heavy and repeated rains
;
cold and hot

days follow each other in rapid succession, not only in the spring and

autumn, but even in the middle of the summer. It is thus rendered

important to be able to be in a measure independent of climatic condi-

tions, and therefore the proper preparation of the soil for the seed bed

and the careful cultivation of the plants are more important factors in

growing beets in intercontinental areas than in localities where the

climatic conditions are more equable.

A striking illustration of such changes may be cited by referring to

the fact that we had scarcely secured the beets selected as mothers in

the silos at Schuyler, early in November, before the temperature fell

below F. By reason of these extremes of climatic conditions, also, it

would be proper to call attention to the fact that the silos for preserv-

ing the mother beets during the winter season must be constructed with

great care. It will be necessary to wait until the spring in order to

determine how successful we were in preserving the beets during the

winter which is just passing. Three different silos were made, varying
in the principles of construction, in the hope of determining which of

the methods of preservation would prove more successful. The attend-

ant left in charge of the silos during the winter was also instructed to

watch carefully the forecasts of the weather and add extra covering to

to the silos whenever the temperature was expected to be extremely
low. In the same way care was directed to be paid to ventilating th<

silos in periods of high temperature, which occur frequently, even during

the winter, in that locality.

The success which attended these efforts at scientific culture wei

well attested by the magnificent appearance of the fields of beets dur-

ing the latter part of the summer and as they approached maturity.

The plots were seen to be absolutely free of weeds and grass, and in n<

place, in looking over the field, could the ground be seen. The beet

leaves formed a complete coveting and presented in every respect
most satisfactory appearance.
An outline of the principles underlying the analytical period of the ex-

periments will indicate the general line of work.

First of all it was proposed to determine the yield in cleaned am

topped beets per acre that is, beets ready to send to the factory foi

each period of planting and for each variation in the width betweei

the rows, and the number of beets per acre. To secure this a carefully

measured portion of each plot, under the condition* above mentioned,
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was harvested, prepared as if for the factory and carefully weighed.
At the same time the saccharine richness of each sample was to be

determined. For this purpose no selection was made in regard to the

beets, but each one was taken as it grew in the row until a certain

number was selected, and each of these beets was analyzed separately.

In the same plat an additional number of samples was taken in groups
of ten, and each sample of ten beets was submitted to a separate exami-

nation. In this way the character not only of the individual beets was

determined, but also the general character of the whole plat, being taken

in groups of ten. Over 100 analyses per day were made from the time

of the beginning of the harvesting, early in September, until the close

of the analytical work in November. The results of these analyses are

sufficiently set forth in the tables which accompany the report, and the

details will not be mentioned here.

Attention, however, should be called to the fact of the great varia-

tion which will be noticed in individual beets, amounting to even as

much as 2 or 3 per cent, in the quantity of sugar which they contain.

It may be stated, therefore, that the results are given upon the compo-
sition of the expressed juice, as with so large a number of analyses it

was impracticable to determine the sugar in the pulp of the beet itself.

Inasmuch as the beets, however, were all submitted to analysis directly

after they were harvested, so that no opportunity was given for loss by
evaporation, it may be assumed that the percentage of sugar in the

iuice multiplied by 95 will give approximately the total quantity of

sugar present in the beets.

In addition to the analytical work a careful selection was made of

the different varieties of beets to be preserved as mothers. For this

purpose the whole of the remaining plat, after the analytical data were

obtained, was harvested and the beets selected for mothers which

showed a normal size of from 500 to 600 grams and a perfect outline.

All beets varying from normal size were rejected, as likewise were all

of irregular surface, multiple roots, or deformed beets of any descrip-

tion. These beets were very carefully harvested and handled, the

leaves only being cut away without injuring the attachment of the

leaves to the stems of the beet, and were carefully preserved in silos.

In order to determine the character of the beets preserved in the silos,

representative samples of mothers were taken for analysis and their

weight and content of sugar determined. Another portion of exactly
similar beets, as nearly as possible, was carefully weighed and sepa-

rately preserved in the silo. The object of this was to determine in the

spring the loss in weight which the beets might have experienced

during the winter, and then, by determining the sugar in the samples
thus preserved, any changes which the beets might have undergone in

the silo can be determined. This, then, can be used as a standard in

judging of the character of the mother beets when analyzed for

planting.
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It is tiie purpose of tlie Department to continue the experimental
work with beets, should Congress grant money for that purpose, during
the coming season on the following general principles :

The entire number of plats (thirty) in the experimental field will be
1

so divide'd as to bring each plat iiito bee'ts once in foiir years; The re-

maining j)lats will be planted in ordinary crops, so as to secure a trial

of the principle of rotation. The beginning of this has already been in-

augurated and a number of the plats has been planted in fall wheat and

rye, while an additional number will be planted in maize, oats, spring'

wheat^ and other crops during the coming spring. All of the plats have
been properly fall-plowed and prepared for the spring planting, and
those plats which are to be planted in beets have been thoroughly sub-

soiled. At the proper time it is proposed to open the silos and examine
the mothers which they contain, first, in regard to the way in which

they have been preserved; second, in regard to the loss of weight
of the test samples of mothers, and, third, to subject each of the beets

so preserved to analysis, rejecting all which fall below a given standard

and planting the remainder for the production of seed of a high grade.
It is seen from the above outline of the work that it has been or-

ganized on the best approved principles for the illustration of the most
scientific methods of producing beets. Not only will the work be valu-

able for the data which we obtain, but especially so for serving as a

sample of what such work should be, which may be a guide not only to

the farmers of the country who propose to enter beet culture, but also

to those who may undertake the production of sugar-beet seed of high

grade to supply the planters of the country. It is perfectly well under-

stood that the farmers themselves will not be able to grow high-grade
beet seed, on account of the great cost of analytical work which it

involves, and if we produce our own seed in this country it will have
to be done in the way indicated in the outline above given.

REPORT OF ASSISTANT IN CHARGE.

The further details of the experimental work are found in the report
of the assistant in charge, Mr. Walter Maxwell, which follows :

DIVISION OP CHEMISTRY,
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

Washington, D. C., February 26, 1S92.

SIR : I beg to submit to you a detailed report of the work accomplished by tht

sugar-beet experiment station of the Department of Agriculture at Schuyler, Nebr.,
in the year 1891.

Very respectfully,

WALTER MAXWELL,
Assistant in cliarye,

Prof. H. W. WILEY,
Director.
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INTRODUCTORY.

The Department sugar beet experiment station, Sclmyler, Colfax County, Nebr., id

located near the junction of the narrow Shell Creek Valley with the broad plain

through which the Platte River runs. The station is located 6 miles in a direct line

north of the Platte River, and under the south slope of the terminating line of hills

which separates the .Shell Creek and Platte valleys. The situation is thus protected

against the action of the north, northwest, and northeast winds, and has an ample

exposure to the south, west, and east.

The station farm consists of thirty 1-acre plats and 1 acre of roads and borders.

Two tracts of land were offered lor the use of the experimental station, including
the one selected and a tract of equal si/.e having a north exposure. In favor of the

latter tract was the cii'cuntstance that it had been under cultivation for three years;

while the selected tract at the beginning of this year was practically virgin prairie.

Although the condition of the soil in the Held exposed to the north ap'peared to bo

in a much more favorable state than the soil of the selected field foi 1 the immedi-

ate culture of beets, the equal richness aiUl physical properties of the soils of thd

two fields and the climatic advantages of the, field with the south exposure caused

the selection of the latter as the location of the actual experimental station. How-

ever, as the new and crude state of the soil of the station field gave some doubt coii-

cerning the results of the first year's work, it was decided to grow beets in both the

stated fields and provide against a failure in case the station field was too crude for

immediate beet culture. To guard against confusion, the two fields will be desig-
nated: Field A, station field with south exposure; Field B, field with north ex-

posure.
SOIL.

The soil of the station farm appears to be uniform with the prairie soil of the Platte

Valley. It is a dark loam to a depth of 11 feet, resting upon a mixture \\ feet thick

of clay and sand, and gradually going down to a pure sand at a depth of 5 feet, which
meets the normal water level at a distance from the surface of 84 feet. It is a loose,

easy-working soil, highly sensitive to variations in the temperature of the air, but

very resistant of the action of the extremes of moisture and drought.
The chemical analyses of the soils gave the following results. No. 1 indicates the

surface layer, 6 inches, and No. 2 the second 6 inches of the soils :
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work which should have "been done in the fall was not entered upon until late in

the spring.

April 9, 4 acres in Field B, which in the past year had been planted with corn,

were plowed lightly and harrowed, and the cornstalks and roots, the latter being
turned out by the plow, were gathered up and hauled off. Rains prevented any
further operations until April 22, when plowing and subsoiling began. The

ground, which had been freed from all cornstalks and roots, and which laid quite

level, was plowed to a depth of 9 inches with an ordinary plow and the subsoiler

followed to a further depth of 6 inches, so that the soil was broken up to a depth
of 15 inches. The width of furrow taken by the plow was not more than 10 inches,

in order to be sure that the lower soil was perfectly stirred by the subsoiler, the

share of which was 9 inches broad. The laud plowed each day was harrowed

and dragged in the evening, to prevent it drying in a lumpy state and to lessen the

loss of moisture.

April 26, the temperature of the soil in Field B was still too low for planting the

seed, and it was left a few days, and 4 acres selected in Field A were plowed and

subsoiled and treated further in the same way as had been done in Field B.

April 29, the seed bed of Field B, which had been quickly prepared by harrowing
and dragging twice, and finally rolling after a third harrowing, had a temperature
of 51 F. and the seed was put in.

Although the ground had plowed well, and each day's way was got down mod-

erately fine with the harrow and drag, the condition of the seed bed was not satis-

factory. There were no large clods, but instead of a thoroughly pulverized soil, such

as can only be produced by the action of frost, the surface was made up of small

clots or particles, rather than a mass of fine, moist mold.

The seeds were planted with a horse drill, taking one row. In the first place the

ground was marked off in rows with a common wooden marker, making five lines at

a time. The seed drill followed in each of the lines or rows left by the marker. The
drill was set to deposit the seed 1 inches deep. The seed was planted at the extreme

depth on account of the extremely drying weather which had set in, with a prospect
of lasting for some time. After drilling the seed in rows at a distance of 17 inches

apart the ground was again firmly rolled, in order to induce the rising of the moisture

of the soil to the seed bed. The surface of the soil had become decidedly dry, and

there was not moisture enough in the seed bed to produce immediate germination.
Six varieties of seed were planted, including

(1) Dippe Bros, Kleinwanzlebener.

(2) Vilniorin White Improved.

(3) Desprez & fils and Bulteau Desprez.

(4) Lemaire pere et soeur.

(5) Ferd. Knauer.

(6) Kleinwanzlebener (FJite).

The average amount of seed planted per acre was 17.6 pounds, the drill, with the

same sized distributing wheel, delivering 18 pounds of the Kleiuwauzlebener and
Elite varieties, 17.2 pounds of the Vilmoriu and Desprez, and 17.5 pounds of the Le-

maire and Knauer varieties.

On May 5 and 6 the ground in Field A was prepared in the same way as in Field B,
and on those days the seed was put in. The seed bed in Field A was in exactly the

same state as in Field B neither rough nor in that state of moist and pulverized
mold which is essentially desirable. The seed was planted 1 inches deep, and in

rows 18 inches apart. The temperature of the seed bed was 49.1 F. on the first day
of planting May 5. The amount of seed planted per acre was 16.5 pounds. The six

varieties already specified were planted in Field A.

The special purposes of the planting of the large plats of the varieties of beets

stated were, in the first place, to observe the results obtained from the soils and
climate of the situation under the application of the best method of beet culture

;
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further, to note the behavior of the specified and well-established European vari-

eties in new conditions of soil and climate; and finally, to produce and select beets

of each of the named varieties for propagation uses. It may be found that the known
varieties can not sustain the high standard of their characteristics in the new con-

ditions to which they are being submitted, in which case it is considered that it will

be possible and necessary to breed from the old varieties, by select crossing, new
varieties which will be better adapted to the conditions and able to maintain a high
standard of excellence.

In addition to the work on the large plats already described, a more minute plan
of experimentation was laid out and confined to plats each 4 square rods in size, upon
which three series of experiments were conducted :

(1) Distance experiments, or experiments with the purpose of observing at what
distance the plants must bo placed from each other to obtain the maximum results,

expressed in weight of beets and sugar per acre. In the No. 1 plat the rows were

placed only 12 inches from each other. In the other five plats the distances between
the rows were respectively 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 inches.

(2) Fertilizer experiments, or experiments in order to observe if any, and what,
effects were produced by the application of ranging amounts of superphosphate to

the beets in the virgin soil of Field A. The fertilizer was applied

Plat 1 1 pound per rod, or 160 pounds per acre.

Plat 2 1.5 pounds per rod, or 240 pounds per acre.

Plat 3 2.0 pounds per rod, or 320 pounds per acre.

Plat 4 3.0 pounds per rod, or 480 pounds per acre.

Plat 5 4.0 pounds per rod, or 640 pounds per acre.

(3) Time experiments, or experiments for the purpose of showing the results of

early and later planting, and to indicate the most advisable time for planting in such

soil and climate. The planting of the plats was done as follows :

Platl
, planted May 12.

Plat 2 planted May 19.

Plat 3 planted May 26.

Plat 4 planted June 2.

The preparation of the soil and seed bed of the small experimental plats was con-

ducted in the same way as in the example of the larger plats. The seed was put in

with a hand drill, the use of the horse drill beijg impracticable. The planting of

the No. 1 series was done on May 11; of the No. 2 series on May 12 and 13; and of

the No. 3 series as already given.

May 15, light cultivation was commenced in Field B. A part of the seed of most
of the varieties had germinated and the plantlets were out of the ground sufficiently
to mark the rows. Although the ground was still practically free from weeds, flat-

hoeing was commenced, hoes Avith 8-inch blades being used, and the ground between
the rows was thoroughly hoed up to 1| inches of the plantlets. Most of the laborers

were green, and had not seen a beet field before; but a short time was enough
to show them the difference between taking long strokes and merely scraping the

top, and short strokes, by which the surface of the soil was thoroughly moved to a

depth of 1 to 2 inches. Also the need of keeping so far from the rows as not to

disturb the plantlets.
A very notable difference was observable in the six varieties in respect of the ap-

parent vitality of the seed, as indicated by the per cent of seed which actually germi-
nated. The "Vilinorin" variety not only came up one to two days before the other

varieties, but almost the whole of the seed of that variety came up together. Next
to the " Vilmorin" the " filite" indicated the greatest vitality and soundness. Other
of the varieties not only required more time to make a first appearance, but the seed

kept coming up for five weeks even after a heavy rain, which indicated that seed
of various ages had been put together in the samples. The actual comparative



vitality of the seed of the respective varieties is given in the following table, and

shows the number of seeds out of one hundred which grew
Per cent.

(1) Elite, after 9 days 92

(2) Knauer, after 9 days S5

(3) Lemaire, after 9 days 87

(4) Desprez, after 9 days 88

(5) Vilmorin, after 9 days !.*.

(6) Klein wanzlebener, after 9 dayr, 90

By May 25 the plats in Field B, also in Field A, had been thoroughly Hat-hoed, and

some part of the former field a second time.

May 2P>, "thinning out" commenced in Field B. The Vilmorin variety, as already

stated, had come np almost perfectly and nearly all the plantlets were large enough
for "thinning." Not more than one-halfof the seed of the other varieties had germi-

nated, and, as a consequence, the "thinning out" had to be done twice, which not

only increased the expense of that operation, but the plantlets were destined to be

and remain of two sizes, the early plants from the first germination, and the later

which germinated after the rains, and the evil of two sixes was to be seen through-

out the season in the circumstance that the early plants made TOO large beets and

the late plants too small.

From April 22 to June little rain fell, and not only was there no rainfall, but every

day was warm, and the heat was accompanied ly south winds, the velocity of whicl

ranged from 15 to 20 miles per hour. The continuous drouth had a bad effect upc

the. early stage of the crop, which was planted in a soil quite unable, in consequent

of the spring cultivation, to resist such a continuous spell of dry weather. At that

period the future of the crop appeared threatened. On June 2 2 inches of rain fel

and the aspect immediately began to change.

The temperature of the soil during the germination season, and for the time ii

eluded l>et ween May 1 up to the end of June, appears in the following table:

Field ,



however, a factor in the climatics of that part of the Western and Northwestern and
Southwestern States which appears to be much more potent than the considera-
tions of temperature and rainfall, and that is the winds of those regions. That
factor reduces any comparative statements of the temperature and rainfall of the
State of Nebraska and the beet regions of Europe to a small value. A comparison
of the Western States with the States on the Atlantic border in respect of the
rainfall and temperature is upset by the same prevailing factor. The mean tem-

perature for the mouth of May in Nebraska and the beet districts of Germany does
not vary more than 1 to 2 degrees, being about 59 F in Nebraska and 58 in the

European country. The actual effect, however, of the temperature of Nebraska,
borne as it is upon the south wind at a high daily velocity (it is notable also that the
wind rises with the sun, attains its maximum velocity in the midday, and moderates
or goes quite down with the setting of the sun), is much greater than in localities

where the air is generally in a more stagnant condition.

Again, the action of those winds upon the evaporation of moisture from the soil

is very great. The seed bed, which at sunrise is soft and moist, after noon is dried

out 1 to 2 inches, and the soil is actually hard and remains so until after sundown.
The evaporation process occurs to such an intense degree that the rainfall of a moist

and still atmosphere, of one-half to 1 inch per week in that season, would have a

much smaller effect in the intense conditions of which we have spoken.
And yet, notwithstanding the conditions of which we have spoken, and which at

first sight appeared unfavorable, the growth and vigorous appearance of the beet

plants of the first germination were unmistakable. The plants not only looked

vigorous, but they grew rapidly. That circumstance directed attention to the nature

of the soil, for it appeared very evident that an adapability in a high degree existed

of the soil to the characteristics of the climate.

Following the observation stated, experiments were conducted with the purpose
of ascertaining the power of the station soil to absorb moisture, both by capilliarity
and from the air; and, further, the capability of the soil to retain the moisture

already absorbed. In order that the results of such experiments should be apparent

they had to be made comparative, and samples of soil were obtained from the ex-

perimental stations of LaFayette,Ind., and College, Md., which samples were sent

to us through the courtesy of Prof. Huston of the former and Maj. Alvord of

the latter station. About 30 pounds of soil were contained in each sample sent to ns,

which represented the surface soils of the respective stations to a depth of 9 inches.

A corresponding sample was taken of our own station soil. The samples were each

pulverized, but not sifted, and laid very thinly upon boards exposed to the sun for

several days until they were thoroughly snu dried. When quite dry, smaller

samples were taken from each of the original ones and put into zink forms made for

the purpose. The "forms" or vessels were 9 inches deep by 2 inches square. The
bottoms were finely perforated, and before putting the soil into them square pieces
of linen were damped and laid at the bottom inside in order to prevent any particles

dropping through the perforations made for the capillary passage of water. When
completed aiid filled with soil, care being taken that the latter should not be too

loose or too compressed in the vessels, the latter were placed in a tub containing
water one-half inch deep for twenty-four hours, or until each sample had taken up
its maximum quantity of water. The sun-dried soils, with the vessels, were weighed
before being put into the tub and immediately after being taken out, any drops at-

taching to the vessels being wiped off. The quantity of water taken up, or the

absorptive power (by capillarity) of each soil, was thus determined.

Having thus come at the absorptive power of each soil, the next step was to deter-

mine the relative power of the soils to retain the water they had taken up under the

same conditions.

A double series of vessels and samples of each soil were used, one part of which

were placed under a normal exposure, i. e.
t
the vessels were put out in the field and
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exposed to every change of weather, day and night, whilst the second part were kept
in the barn, and thus kept from the sun and any rainfall. The data observed in the

experiments are expressed in the following tables :

I. TABLE SHOWING THE RELATIVE ABSORPTIVE POWERS OF THE SOILS.
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ynoisture from the air, whilst the Indiana and Maryland soils continue to lose in

weight.
Series (6), of Table II, where the soils were placed in normal exposure, similar re-

sults are observed. The per cent of moisture in the station soil is constantly higher
than in the other soils, and toward the end of August, when the Maryland and In-

diana soils had become practicably insensible, the station soil was still highly sensi-

tive in taking up and in retaining the moisture which it had received, as is shown

by the data tabulated on August 31.

The data set forth in the tables illustrate the striking adaptability of the Nebraska
soils to the Nebraska climate. They show the peculiar capability of those soils to

withstand the usually bad effects of an excess of either rain or drought. They further

indicate that, should the strong winds exercise an influence disturbing to the balance

of the other climatic conditions, temperature, and rainfall, that influence appears to

be effectually neutralized by the signal properties of the soil.

The "
thinning out," it was said, commenced May 26. The plants were taken when

they had four well-developed leaves. It appears very undesirable to disturb the

young plantlets until they have reached the size stated. The rootlets have too frail

a hold of the ground, and premature disturbance may more or less detach the plant-
let from its soil connection.

The laborers employed were chiefly men who had never seen a beet field. Occasion-

ally an old workman came who as a lad had been in the beet fields of Germany or

Bohemia. The thinning out of the beets is the most particular operation of the cul-

tural season, and with such laborers the work not only proceeded very slowly, but it

was only possible at the beginning under constant practical supervision. Each man
had to be shown, and repeatedly shown, until he could observe all the small points
in the work. Small hoes with 3-inch blades were used, but the nervousness of tho

men, fearing they would not be able to manage the strokes, caused them at first to rely
too much upon their hands.

In the hands of expert workmen the hoe not only enables more work to be done, but
the work is done better. Not merely is the ground removed around and between the

plants which are left, but the actual separation of the plants thinned out from the

plants left is done with less damage to the latter when the hoe is used. A skillful

workman will separate a bunch of plants better with the hoe than with the hand, ex-

cepting where there are very many small plants together. He will quickly with his

practiced eye and hand separate the best plant, and by a manipulation of the hoe,

slightly press the soil about it, and in the same act cut out the surplus plants, and in

such a way that the standing plant remains even more firmly in its place than before.

Such skillfulness requires much practice to acquire. Thinning out with the hand is

apt to do more damage to the standing plants unless one hand is used to hold tho

standing plant, while the surplus plants are pulled out with the other hand
;
but that

is an endless method. The ultimate form of the beet, and possibly other conditions, are

directly affected by the act of thinning out. If the plants which are to stand are

disturbed by the removal of the surplus plants so that the tap-root is severed from

the soil at the point of the root, by which act the root-cap may also be injured or

separated from the root, then instead of developing one tap-root with a system of

very minute, fine, and fibrous root growth, several prongs will be put out and the

form of the beet is wholly distorted. For example : Ten plants were drawn out of

the soil with great care, and without apparently leaving any portion of the root in

the ground. Those plants were replanted and grew to average sized beets. Each
one of the ten beets, however, developed no tap-root, but instead several prongs or

fingers, varying from two to five in number, and the natural form of each beet was

distorted.

The "
thinning out

" of Fields B and A, the first time over, was finished June 11. On
June 2, a strong rain fell, which brought away the seed still lying in the ground very
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rapidly on account of the high temperature of the soil. The plants grew very quickly
and the "thinning out" of all the plats, including the small experimental plats, Mas

completed June 18.

The growth of tin- beets after the rain of June 2 and following days was phenom-
enal. This rapid growth, and the heavy and frequent Tains, made the further acts

of cultivation very difficult to do. In Field B the rows were only 17 inches apart,
and the plants from the second period of germination being so far behind the early

plants it was not practicable for the use of the horse hoe. The beets were hoed twice

over after the Jinal "thinning out," including the whole space between the rows and
around the plants, and any "double plants" were separated. This work continued

tip to July 6, when the beets were "rowed up," that operation being done with the

broad-blade hoes, the soil being hoed up on each side of the beets level with the top
of the neck of the same* In that form, the beets hidden in soil and a trench made-

bet ween the rows, the work Was ended. In Field A, where the rows were IX inches

apart, horse labor was Used in the light cultivation. After the thinning out, the.

borse hoe was used three times over, at such periods when the rains allowed. The
beets were hoed twlc<Mvltll hand hoe; amongst the plants and linally hoed up, the

same as in Field M,

The cultivation of the smilll experiment plats was conducted in a way similar to

what has been described. < hi t IIOSH plats the seed came Up thick and evenly. There,

was a full plant. The plants were t liinned out exactly II inches apart in the rows,

the distances being Ivguhited by a (5-inch measure which the man carried for the

pin-post-, the whole work oil those pla t s being done by one skilled man. The plants

were left about li inches apart in the rows oil the large plats, but the same degree of

exactness w:is not attained as upon the small plats. Further hoeing twice, over and

the final hoeing up completed the work on the small plats.

July 12 the cultural work of the season was done. The beets covered the whole

ground, and, as far as cultivation could exercise, an eft'ect, there was no obstacle in

the way of their progress.

The crop was now left to the climatic conditions, as it was advanced beyond reach

of danger from other sources. And it will be in place here to observe the abnormal

conditions of weather extending over the cultural season. It has been seen that lit-

tle rain fell during the whole month of May, and normally the latter half of that

month receives the usual spring rains, which continue into early June, and which are

in the highest degree favorable to the cultural season of that period. On June 2 the

first good rain fell since early in April. When the rains began they fell in torrents.

In the mouth of June 12 inches were recorded, or nearly half an inch daily. On the,

21th and 25th 8 inches fell in thirty-two hours. On the latter date the beets were,

not visible, the water standing from 6 to X inches deep over the whole tract of Field

A. No immediate damage occurred to the crop, but the continuous dull weather,

Avith a high atmospheric humidity (78.7 for June), frequent rains, and comparatively
little sun, which conditions continued through July, caused eventually an unfavora-

ble appearance. On July 25 it was observed that in the lower parts of the plats,

where the deep green of the leaves had gone over into a sickly brown-yellow, the

beets had commenced rotting. The decay commenced at the neck, on account of the

moisture which was constantly resting on the foliage, for it was seldom dry. The

decaying continued until the first week of August, when a period of dry Aveather,

with hot Avinds, set in and saved the further damage of the crop. The decayed beets

were dug up as soon as they Avere detected, but others which had merely commenced

rotting recoArered and put forth a second growth of foliage. The sugar content of

those beets, however, remained abnormally low.

A table of the rainfall and temperature for May, June, July, August, September,
and October is given, expressed hi weekly means ;
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Date.
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expressed in weight per acre, the content of sucrose in the juice, and the total yield
of sugar per acre, which data form the ultimate purpose and end of the work.

The work of determining the weight of beets per acre was done hy selecting a

given numher of 3 square rods, according to the size of the whole plat, and ascertain-

ing the weight of each square rod from the several parts of the plat and taking the

mean as representing the 160-part of an acre. The details of selecting the square
rods and the weighing of the Beets were as follows : A wooden square made of light

wood, was dropped down upon the place selected. That frame inclosed exactly 1

square rod. Every beet was taken up inside the square and none outside, so that

each measurement was essentially precise. The beets were thoroughly cleaned
;
the

tops, including the neck, were cut off with any coarse lateral roots,-and weighed

immediately. As already said, the mean of the square rods thus weighed upon each

plat was taken as the acre unit.

The method of sampling a plat for determining the per cent of sucrose in the juice

ancl the yield of sugar per acre was as follows : The length of the plats in Field B
was between 30 and 40 rods, consequently the breadth of the plats was very small

and the number of rows of beets few. Where the number of rows to a plat was less

than 20 one average row was selected, and where the number exceeded 20 to the

plat two average rows were selected. The selected rows were taken up in the follow-

ing order : Either one hundred or two hundred beets, as decided upon, were selected in

twenties from either five or ten different places in the rows, the places being so far apart
as to give an actual average of the beets in the rows. Those beets were taken imme-

diately to the laboratory and analyzed. Each one of those two hundred beets was anal-

yzed individually, in order to afford not only an average, but also to observe the scale

of variation in weight and sugar content of the single beets. In the next place, the

whole of the beets remaining in the selected rows were taken up and brought direct

to the laboratory and analyzed in "tens," i. e., the juice of ten beets already weighed
and ground up, was expressed and one polariscope reading made. From the indi-

vidual beets the weight and sugar content of each one were found
;
and from the

beets analyzed in tens the average weight, sugar content, and purity were obtained.

The number of beets analyzed daily was from one hundred upwards, even to nine

hundred daily, where the work was done in tens.

The weight of beets per acre (the samples being prepared for the scales in the

manner already described) of the several varieties was as follows :

Field B.

Variety.
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The varieties "Elite " and "
Knauer," in Field B, which were weighed first, and

which were also the first to be tested on a large scale in the laboratory, appeared to

have reached their maximum maturity. The Lemaire variety in the same field did
not appear so thoroughly ripe, and the other varieties were still further off. Conse-

quently, after September 24 the beets were left alone until October 6, no weighings
or analyses being made during, that interval.

The varieties in Field A were quite mature at the time the weighings were made.
The weighings given represent the maximum yield per acre of each of the varie-

ties in both fields. The utmost precision was observed in each operation, and the

results are given as being exact. Moreover the weighings were practically con-

firmed by the number of tons actually hauled from the fields when the whole of the

beets were gotten up.
The analytical work, commencing September 21, began in Field B on the variety

"Elite." The plat of that variety was comparatively small, so that 100 beets were

analyzed individually and 800 in "
tens," making 900 beets totally that were taken

to represent the sugar value of the variety. The analytical data ol the "indi-

viduals" are given in Table I. No selection of the beets was made, each one be-

ing taken seriatim in the row. The mean of analysis of 100 beets was 15.6 per cent

of sugar in the juice. The data obtained from the analysis of the 800 beets in " tens"

are given in Table II.

The results of the analyses of the "Elite" variety, September 21, were: Mean
sucrose in juice, 15.7 per cent; mean purity, 84.6 percent. The variety analyzed
next in order was the "Knauer." From that variety 100 "individuals" and 620 in

"tens "were analyzed. The mean percentage of sucrose in the juice of the 100

beets analyzed separately was 15.7. (The full table is omitted to economize space.)
The analyses of the 620 beets in "tens" are given in Table III.

The results of the "Knauer" variety, September 22, were: Mean sucrose in juice,

15.4 per cent; mean purity, 84.9.

September 25 the "Lemaire" variety was examined; 100 beets were taken for

individual analysis and 600 for analyzing in "tens."

The 100 " individuals "
gave the following results : The mean percentage of sucrose

in the juice of the 100 separate beets was 13.9.

The 600 in "tens" gave the results recorded in Table IV.

The average results of the two sets of analyses the "Lemaire" variety on Septem-
ber 25 and 26 were: Mean sucrose in juice, 13.8 per cent; mean purity, 81.2 per cent.

The "Lemaire" beets were not so mature as those of the "Elite" and "Knauer" va-

rieties, and as the condition of the remaining varieties appeared still further from

maturity no further analytical work was done until October 6. The weather of the

previous ten or fourteen days had been highly favorable, and the less matured varie-

ties were still improving.
From the cessation of the analytical work on September 26 up to the recommence-

ment of the same, heavy rains fell. About 4 inches of rain were registered during
that interval, an abnormally heavy precipitation for that peason. The normal rain-

fall for October in that part of the State is very little more than 1 inch. Follow-

ing the period of hot weather (the twelve days from September 13 to 25, the mean of

the daily maximum temperature was precisely 90), and falling upon soil whose tem-

perature was over 70, the effects were likely to be unfavorable and perhaps disas-

trous.

October 6 work was resumed in Field B, and upon the "
Desprez

"
variety ;

200 beets

were analyzed individually, and the mean result of the analyses was : Sucrose in the

juice, 13.5 per cent.

At the time (October 6) stated no beets of the Desprez variety were analyzed in

"tens."

October 8 the Vilmorin variety was further examined, 200 beets being analyzed

individually, showing a mean percentage of sugar of 13.8.

19864 No. 33 9
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October 10 the Kleinwanzlebener variety was tested. One hundred beets were an-

alyzed as "individuals," and the mean results showed 14.7 per cent of sugar.
A notable effect of the heavy rains and previous hot weather is observable in tht

sucrose readings of the last three varieties of beets analyzed. The falling off in the

sucrose was seen by comparing the readings on the given dates.

Variety.
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October 19 the Kleinwanzlebener variety was examined. One hundred " individu-

als" were analyzed and gave the following mean results : Per cent sucrose in the juice,

14.8 per cent.

Two hundred beets of the same variety, analyzed in "tens," gave the results re-

corded in Table X.

The average results of the Kleinwanzlebener variety October 19 were : Mean sucrose

in juice, 14.5 per cent; mean purity, 82.8 per cent.

The analysis of each variety in both fields upon a very broad scale set forth the

condition of the beets and the sugar value of the crop at the stated periods. The

analysis, when put in comparison with the examinations made in September, show
the action of the climatic conditions the falling off of the sucrose in consequence of

the rains, and the comparative capabilities of the varieties to recover their lost

sucrose value.

The varieties in each field were gone over again and their condition determined

after an interval of fourteen days. The examination recommenced in Field B. The
"Elite" and "Knauer" varieties were not examined further, as they had attained

full maturity and their maximum values were ascertained before the rains set in.

The varieties "
Lemaire,"

"
Desprez," "Vilmorin," and

" Kleinwanzlebener " remained
in the ground in sufficient number to allow of a further thorough examination of

their condition.

The purpose of the repeated analyses of the varieties at the given intervals was, in

the first place, to observe the approach of each toward maturity and to determine

the precise period when each variety had attained its maximum value, and, further,
to note the specific effect of the great heat, followed by the rains, by observing the

degree of the sucrose depreciation consequent on the "second growth
" and to what

extent the beets recovered their loss in sugar.

October 20 the "Lemaire" variety was reexamined. One hundred "individuals"

gave the following mean results: Sucrose in juice, 14.1 per cent. Eighty beets, in

"tens," gave the results recorded in Table XI.

The average results of the "Lemaire" variety, October 20, were: Mean sucrose in

juice, 14.6 per cent
;
mean purity, 88.5 per cent.

October 21 the "
Desprez

"
variety was retested. One hundred " individuals "

gave
the following mean result: Sucrose in juice, 14.1 per cent. (See Table XII.)
Three hundred and eighty beets in "tens" gave results recorded in Table XII bis.

The average results of the "
Desprez

"
variety, October 21, were : Mean sucrose in

luice, 14.1 per cent; mean purity, 87.7 per cent.

October 22 the Vilmorin variety was reexamined. Fifty "individuals" were

analyzed and gave the following mean results: Sucrose in juice, 12.8 per cent.

Six hundred and sixty beets of the same variety, analyzed in "tens," gave the re-

sults recorded in Table XIII.

The average results of the Vilmorin variety, October 22, were: mean sucrose in

juice, 13.4 per cent; mean purity, 85.8 per cent.

October 23 the Kleinwanzlebener variety was reexamined. Fifty "individuals"

analyzed gave the following mean results : sucrose in juice, 14.1 per cent.

Six hundred and twenty beets, analyzed in "tens," gave results recorded in Table
XIV.
The average results of the Klein-Wanzleben variety, October 23, were: mean

sucrose in juice, 14.1 per cent; mean purity, 83.8 per ceut.

On completing the reexarniuation of the varieties in Field B, the work of the

following week was given to a complete investigation of the condition and results

of the experiments on the small plats. It will be convenient, however, to bring in

at this period the data obtained from the reexamination of the varieties in Field A,
in order that the observations upon the large plats in Fields A and B mav be brought
to a conclusion.
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The reexamination of the varieties n Field A commenced October 31. and in the

following order :

October 31 the " Elite "
variety was analyzed and gave the following data:

Two hundred beets were analyzed in "
tens," and the results are recorded in Table

XV.
The average results of the analyses of the Elite variety, October 31, were : mean

sucrose in juice, 14.2 per cent; mean purity, 83.9 per cent.

November 2 the " Knauer "
variety was reexamined. Two hundred beets, analyzed

in "
tens," gave the results recorded in Table XVI.

The average results of the analyses of the "Kuauer" variety, November 2, were:
mean sucrose in juice, 13.2 per cent; mean purity, 82.1 per cent.

November 2, the "Lemaire" variety was reexamined; two hundred beets were

analysed in "tens," and gave the results recorded in Table XVII.

Themean results of the analyses of the "Lemaire" variety, November 2, were : mean
sucrose in juice, 12.6 per cent; mean purity, 80.0 per cent.

November 2, the "Desprez" variety was reexamined. Two hundred beets were

analysed in "tens," and gave the results recorded in Table XVIII.

The average results of the analyses of the "Desprez" variety, November 2, were:
mean sucrose in juice, 12.6 per cent; mean purity, 80.9 per cent.

November 2, the Vilmorin variety was reexamined. Two hundred beets, analysed
in "tens," gave the results recorded in Table XIX.
The average results of the analyses of the " Vilmorin " variety, November 2, were :

mean sucrose in juice, 13.1 per cent; mean purity, 83.6 per cent.

November 2, the " Kleinwanzlebener" variety was reexamined. Two hundred
beets were analysed in "tens," and gave the results recorded in Table XX.
The mean results of the analyses of the "Kleinwanzlebener" variety, November

2, were: mean sucrose in juice, 13.0 per cent; mean purity, 79.7 per cent.

The per cent of sucrose in the juice and the purity of the several varieties at the

different periods are shown in the following re'sume":

Field B.

Variety.
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Full A.

Variety.
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Field B.

Variety .
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The exact weight of each plat on the Schuyler station was not obtained upon all

the dates given, but certain plats were Aveighed September 12 and 15 and October

26, and the weight of beets per acre was found to be constant. The sugar content

on September 15 indicated that the maximum growth had been attained, although
there was room for improvement in the state of maturity of the juices.

A. comparison of the data given of the two stations suggests the dissimilar climatic

conditions attending the maturing season in the respective countries. In France the

beets mature slowly and late into the fall. In Nebraska the season is early, prompt,
and sooner over.

SMALL PLATS.

The results of the experiments conducted upon the small plats will now be exam-

ined.

It was explained in the early part of the report that those experiments consisted of

three series, having the following purposes :

(1) The determination of the distances that the beets should be planted apart from

each other in order to obtain the maximum production, expressed in weight of beeta

and sugar per acre.

(2) The observing of the effects (if any) of varying quantities of phosphate fertil-

izers upon the yield of beets and sucrose.

(3) To indicate the time when it may be most advisable to plant the beet seed in

the conditions which obtain in the district where the station is located.

It must be previously observed that the analytical work upon an exhaustive scale

was not commenced upon those small plats until a week after the beets were at their

best. As a consequence the total value of the results of the plats as indicated by the

content of sucrose present in the juices will appear low, and it is certain that the

sucrose in the juices of all the plats, excepting Nos. 14 and 15, was lower by 1 per
cent at the time of analyzing than it was a week before. The plats Nos. 14 and 15

were very late in maturing, not having been planted until June.

FIRST SERIES.

The weight of beets per acre of each plat will first be given. The beets on each

plat were planted exactly 6 inches apart in the rows. The distance between the rows
was different upon each plat, thus showing a varying scale of the number of beets to

the acre.

Plat.
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The average results of the analyses of No. 2 Plat: Mean sucrose in juice.13.1

cent
;
mean purity, 82.7 per cent.

Plat No. 3. Sixty individuals analysed gave the following mean results: Sucre

in juice, 14 per cent.

Sixty beets analyzed in "tens" gave results recorded in Table XXIII.

The mean results of the analyses of No. 3 Plat were: Mean sucrose in juice, 13.5

cent; mean purity 80.9 per cent.

Phil No 4. Sixty individuals analyzed separately gave the following mean result

Sucrose in juice, 13 per cent.

Sixty beets analyzed in "tens" gave the results recorded in Table XXIV.
The mean results of the analyses of No. 4 Plat were: Mean sucrose in juice,12.9

cent
;
mean purity, 80 per cent.

Plat No. 5. Sixty individuals analyzed separately gave the foliowing mean result

Sucrose in juice, 13.5 per cent.

Sixty beets analyzed in "tens" gave the results recorded in Table XXV.
The average results of the analyses of No. 5 Plat were : Mean sucrose in juice, 13.(

per cent; mean purity, 77.7 per cent.

Plat No. 6. Sixty
" individuals" analyzed separately gave the following me*

result: Sucrose in juice, 12.8 per cent.

Sixty beets analysed in "tens" gave the results recorded in Table XXVI.
The average results of the analyses of No. 6 Plat were: Mean sucrose in juice, 12.J

per cent; mean purity, 80.5 per cent.

The value per acre of each of the plats, expressed in weight of beets and sugar

acre, was as follows :

Plat.
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The results will be given in brief in the following table:

Plats.
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Table of second scries.

Date.
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loosened in its connection with the soil, is due wholly to a loss of weight in the beet

by evaporation, and a proportional relative increase in the per cent of solids in the

same. If a beet is disturbed sufficiently to break the taproot and the hundreds of

small fibrous rootlets, even if it is not lifted out of the soil, the leaves rapidly wilt

and in time the flesh of the beet becomes soft. The simple explanation is that the

evaporation of water from the surface of the beet, which proceeds without inter-

mission during the whole period of growth, continues after the breaking of the con-

nection of the beet with the soil, but the connection with the soil being broken, the

beet is no longer able to take up fresh water from the earth to replace the amount
lost by evaporation. Consequently the beet loses weight, and an apparent increase

of sucrose takes place, the latter being solely due to the decrease of water in the

organism and a corresponding increase of solid matters.

There is another phase to the question under consideration. Does a loss of sucrose,

through decomposition, take place in the beet after it is taken oujt of the soil and
stored either under the surface of the ground in pits or silos or in any other way ?

Actual experiment could be the only means of deriving an answer to the proposition.

At the time that the beets of each of the varieties were gotten up for analysis

and for the selection of mother beets for propagation use, a certain portion of the

latter class were placed in small pits in the ground about 9 inches under the surface

and well protected with moist earth. A part of the beets was placed in the pits with

the tops on, and the other part the tops were cut off 1 inch from the neck before they
were stored. The beets were kept in the ground in those pits from October 15-19 to

November 6, when they were taken out and put in the permanent silos for the winter.

At the same time a further number of beets was left in the ground till a later date

and then gotten up and analyzed fresh in order to compare with the beets placed in

the pits. The results were as follows :

Field B.

Variety.
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of each ofthe twenty beets was immediately weighed, the juice expressed and the

sucrose determined in the latter. The No. 2 halves of the beets were also weighed

immediately and afterwards laid upon a board with the cut surfaces upward and re-

mained thus for five days, when they were reweighed, in order to ascertain the loss

of weight by evaporation. After reweighing, the No. 2 halves were immediately

analyzed and the actual sucrose contained in the juice of each half determined.

Having determined the sucrose contained in the No. 1 half of each of the beets,

and having further determined the loss of weight in each of the No. 2 halves, it was

possible to observe whether a decrease of sucrose had taken place or not. The per
cent increase of sucrose in the juices of the No. 2 halves should be exactly equal to the

per cent decrease in the weight of the beets, if no loss of sucrose had taken place.

Instead of the data belonging to each beet being given, the mean data will be given
of the No. 1 and No. 2 series.

Beets.
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of the actual money value per acre of their products, viz, the first class including

the " Kleinwanzlebener,"
"
Desprez," and

" Vilmorin "
varieties, whose values are uni-

form. The "
Lemaire," "Elite," and Knauer" have also an approximately equal

value, which, however, is much below that of the three former varieties.

The experiments conducted with the view of observing the results of early and

late planting indicated that early planting may be expected to give the highest

money value yield per acre. That conclusion, indicated by the experiments upon
the small plats, is supported by the actual results obtained in Field B in comparison
with Field A, the beets in the former field having been planted several days earlier

than the other, and the rate of development continued fourteen days in advance of

the beets in the latter field.

The fertilizer experiments indicate that the soil of the station farm contains all

the constituents of plant food in abundance, and that artificial aid can not be given

to the growing plant with any apparent advantage.
In respect of the distances that the beets should be placed from each other, or the

number of plants given to an acre, the experiments on the No. 1 series of the small

plats have shown conclusively that the money value of the crop was greatest where

the greatest number of beets were placed upon the acre. The economic considera-

tion, viz, the greater cost of raising an acre of beets planted closely together is very

secondary in comparison with the greater money value of the product. Instead of

the distances at which beets should be planted between the rows being regulated by
the consideration of implements which have been invented for the cheap cultivation

of the crop, the character of the implements should be adapted to the highest value

and advantage of the crop.

The means of analyses indicating the condition of the beets at the periods when

the tests were made show that the crop generally, and particularly in Field B, where

the beets were planted early, had reached a high condition, in respect of the weight
of the beets and the sugar content of the juices, on September 15. Further, that

certain of the varieties had reached a maximum value by September 25, and that all

of the varieties were at their best by October 15, and after that date the content of

sucrose began to fall away. Those observations indicate the time when, in a normal

season, the harvesting and handling of the beets by the factories should commence

in that part of Nebraska. The past season has been an abnormal and late one, and

it is apparent that with a moderately early planting season (April 20 to May 1), and

proper cultivation, a crop should be ready for the factory commencing September 1.

The period of maturity depends upon the beet as well as the time of planting and

cultivation, and in such respect it is indicated that if the three varieties are used,

which have been found to be the best this year, it would'- be advisable to plant them

in the following order: "Vilmorin,"
"
Kleinwanzlebener," "Desprez," and they will

mature most advantageously in that order for the factory. In view of the early date

in the season that the factories may have to suspend operations on account of frost,

an "early season" is of the greatest importance. Commencing September 1, a three

months' factory season is almost assured, and that would enable a factory with a

capacity of 300 tons per day to work up about 30,000 tons of beets by December 1, or

the product of 3,000 acres at 10 tons per acre.

The experiments made in order to determine the loss of weight by evaporation,

and to ascertain the effect of evaporation with the removal of the beets from the

earth upon the sucrose contained in the beet have indicated that no gain occurs in

the sucrose content of the beet, but that an actual loss of sugar takesplace if any

length of time is allowed to transpire between the raising of the beets from the soil

and the handling of them in the factory. It thus appears of advantage to the grower
and the manufacturer that the beets should not only be harvested at the period of

their maximum sugar value, but that they should be handled by the factory as nearly

as possible as they conie fresh from the field.
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TABLE I. Analyses of one hundred Kleimcanzlebener Elite sugar beets.

[Date: September 21.]

No.
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TABLE III. Showing analysis of sixty-two sets, often beets each, of the Ferdinand Knauer
variety.

[Date: September 24.]

No.
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TABLE V. Showing analyses of twenty lets of ten beets each of the Kleinwanzleoener

Elite variety.

[Date: October 13.]

No.
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TABLE VIII. Showing analyses of twenty w/.s of fen beets each of the Desprez variety.

[Date : October 16.]

No.
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TABLE XL Showing analyses of eighty beets in sets of tens of the Lemaire variety.

[Date: October 20.]

No.
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TABLE XII, bis. Showing analyses of thirty-eight sets of ten beets each of the Desprez

variety.

[Date: October 21.]

No.
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TABLE XIV. analyses of sixty-two sets of ten beets each of the Kleinwanzle
bener variety.

[Date: October 23.]

No.
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TABUB XVI. Showing analyses of twenty sets of ten beets each of the Ferdinand Knauer
variety.

[Date: November 2.]

No.
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TABLE XIX. Skewing analyses of twenty sets of ten beets each of the Vilmorin varieiy.

[Date: November 2.]

No.
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TABLE XXIII. Showing analyses of six sets of ten beds each of Plat No. S.

[Date: October 27.]

No.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SUGAR-BEET SEED BY CUTTINGS.

Andreas Nowoczek, of Kaaden, Bohemia, has patented a process in

Germany for the production of improved sugar-beet seed by cuttings
from the mother beet. The process consists in taking the buds from

the axis of the leaves and cutting them out with as little as possible of

the flesh of the beet adhering thereto. These buds are treated with an

antiseptic to preveut them from decay and to prevent the ground worms
from eating them. The material chosen for the antiseptic is powdered
charcoal. These buds are planted in beds and produce beets of average
size which, it is claimed, have all the properties of the mother beet from

which they were taken. The beets as produced can be planted for seed

in the usual way. It is claimed for the process that the excellent quali-

ties of the mother beet are much better preserved by this method than

by the usual method of planting it for seed directly.

LETTER FROM Mil. HENRY T. OXNARD ON THE PROSPECTS OF THE BEET-SUGAR IN-

DUSTRY IN TllE UNITED STATES.

GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.,
November 7, 1891.

DEAR SIR: I esteem it a pleasure and an honor to be able to write a few words

briefly regarding the development of the beet-sugar industry and the condition in

which it exists in the United States to-day. The beet-sugar industry has become

well established in Europe only within the last half century, and has become a great

factor in the world's sugar supply within the past fifteen years, so that to-day more

sugar is produced from beets than from all the other sugar-producing plants of the

world combined. This result has been brought about within the last fifty years by
the Governments of Europe, chiefly Germany and France, subsidizing and encourag-

ing the production of sugar to such an extent as to diminish the price of that article

atleast one-half what it was ten years ago. The United States, as you well know, has,

within the past year, by a wise provision of the McKinley bill, offered a bounty of 2

cents perpound for a limited period for all sugar produced in the United States, and by

following the example of Germany and France can soon hope to become independent
of the rest of the world for the supply of its sugar, thereby keeping at home some

hundreds of millions of dollars sent abroad annually to enrich the farmers and manu-

facturers of foreign countries. The 2 cents given in the shape of a bounty by the

United States Government takes the place of the 2 cents which formerly existed

as a tariff' on the importation of sugar. The result of this legislation is, that the

price of sugar since the law went into effect has fallen 2 cents per pound, the

consumer paying just 2 cents less than a year ago, and at the same time the de-

velopment of the home industry has not been sacrificed, but encouraged, and that is

not the only advantage we shall derive, as each factory, similar to the one we have

built here, means an outlay of about half a million dollars, and the United States

will require about a thousand of such factories to supply it with sugar in 1900. The

building of these factories will start up the coal and iron mines as well as the ma-
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chine shops all over the United States, giving employment directly to thousands,
and give a far greater impetus to our national prosperity than could be obtained in

any other channel. We will also give our farmers an opportunity to diversify their

crops, and we all know the advantage to be derived from that source. Under the

old tariff the industry never thrived, but with the stimulus of the bounty, within

the past eight months, beet-sugar factories have started or are about to be started all

over the United States. At least twenty States are, in my opinion, well adapted to

the sugar beet. We have the soil, climate, and capital necessary to become the

greatest sugar-producing country in the world, and as soon as we have acquired the

knowledge of the industry which will enable us to compete successfully with those

countries of Europe, with the aid of the stimulus given by our last Congress, we can

hope to lead the world in the production of sugar in the next fifteen or twenty years.

But the supply of the home article is not the only advantage to be gained. I refer

to the effect of the beet crop on the soil. Properly carried on the cultivation of the

sugar beet is greatly beneficial to all other agriculture. The deep and careful cul-

tivation which the beet requires greatly improves the land, the soil becoming thereby

deepened and the disintegration and solution of the mineral constituents greatly

accelerated. The tap root of the beet descends to a great depth, loosening the soil

which most other plants fail to reach. The nourishment thus obtained passes partly

into the leaves and is left with them on the ground at the time of harvest, and to-day
in Europe the farmers are anxious to plant beets, as they find their next crop grown
on the same soil is increased 33 per cent. The pulp, after the sugar is removed

makes an excellent food for fattening cattle, and can be sold to the farmers for little

or nothing after paying them liberally for the privilege of extracting the sugar.

We have in operation this fall three beet-sugar factories, each with a capacity of

300 tons of beets daily, besides which each factory uses about 50 tons of coal

and 40 tons of limestone daily, spending in the immediate neighborhood of the

factory each and every day upwards of $2,000 amongst the farmers for the beets and

laborers working in the factory, keeping that amount at home which formerly found

its way to the pockets of the European farmers and laborers. This large sum is dis-

tributed in the community immediately surrounding each one of our factories, and

the result has been to build up the towns where our factories are located as well as

the surrounding farming district; these towns in turn buildup the State. Since the

establishment of our factories in each community where situated the demand for

labor has so far exceeded the supply that not a single individual wishing to work
has lacked the opportunity of finding remunerative employment either in the field

or factory. The Oxnard Beet Sugar Company, located at Grand Island, Nebr., was

built and operated for a short time last year, working very satisfactorily. This year
our company has built two new factories, locating them at Norfolk, Nebr., and

Chino, Cal. Both of these factories commenced operations for the first time this

year and are now turning out a standard grade of fine white granulated sugar
which sells readily in competition with the sugars offered by the large refineries.

We expect to manufacture 9.000,000 pounds of granulated sugar in our three

factories this year. Besides ours there are three other beet-sugar factories at pres-

ent in operation, and the number will be largely increased next year, spreading all

over the northern and central portion of the United States. It is with pleasure that

I can inform you, after a very careful study of the subject and practical trial ofsame,
that a most brilliant future and speedy development awaits this new industry.

I remain, very sincerely and respectfully yours,
HENKY T. OXXARD.

Hon. J. M. RUSK,

Secretary of Agriculture.
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